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PHILADELPHIA

JURY

OF RACERS
e

EVERY

STATE

EAST WAS REPRESENTED

This Was Done and In Ten Minutes Afterwards Verdict of Not
Guilty Was Returned.

Championship of United States
Was to be Contended for.
Yale Chief Favorite.

Washington, D. C, April 27. Bin
congressman
ger Herman.
former
from Oregon and former commission
er general of the land office, was ac
quitted of the charge of destroying
permanent records by the verdict of
the Jury at 12:4 Otoday. The trial
had progressed for twelve weeks and
the jury at 12:40 today. The trial
hours. Nothing was heard from the
Jury room after the Jury retired yes
terday afternoon until 11 o'clock this
morning, when word came that it
desired Justice Stafford to repeat his
charge to them. This was granted
and the next hour and a half was oc
cupied In
the charge, after
which the Justice advised the Jury to
proceed to luncheon before endeavor
Ing to reach an agreement.
The
Jury, however, disregarded this ad
monition and within ten minutes
after the second retirement appeared
with the verdict of not guilty. There
was a general scene of congratula
Herman
tlons In the court room.
expressed his thanks to each Juror,
as he did to his counsel.
United
States Attorney ISaker and many
In
congratulatroom
court
others
the
ed the defendant.
TO LOOK AFTER SOUTHERN TRADE.
Boston, Mass., April 27. Aroused
by the opening of the .Massachusetts
building today at the Jamestown exposition, Boston merchants are looking Into the matter of southern trade.
The matter has been brought to the
by
attention of Boston
Alvtn E. Pope, special commissioner
of the division of exhibits of the exposition, who Is now In Boston with
a special view of interesting Boston
business men In a plan of the same
kind already entered upon by the
mercantile interests
of Baltimore,
Philadelphia, New York and Wash-tlr.gtoall of whom propose to make
a strong bid for southern trade by
this means. The city of Baltimore
has made rapid inroads in recent
years on the southern business formerly held by Philadelphia, the merchants of the former city carrying on
an organized campaign through their
Merchants and Manufacturers' association. Southern boys have been
brought to Baltimore to school and
eent back into the south to represent
Baltimore Interests; the association
has paid the traveling expenses of
merchants coming to Baltimore to
buy goods, and other means of the
fame kind have been adopted, with
markpd success.
Baltimore will make liberal use
of the exposition, but Philadelphia
interests have also given attention to
the matter, and by a concerted effort
will try to get back some of their
tost patronage. Washington is also
planning a campaign, and New York
merchants have taken an active In
terest in the matter. The rivalry
which will take place offers apparent,
ly u good chance for Boston business
interests. The exhibits of the cities,
grouped as such, will be placed in the
manufacturers and liberal arts build
ing. where it will be possible for Boston interests to secure good proper
space if the matter is decisively taken up at an early date. Mayor Fitz
gerald has taken an active Interest
in the matter, and is considering the
possibility of using in this way some
of the funds available for advertising
the city.
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Citizens Censure Journal's
Contemporary In
Pecos Valley.
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Roswell, N. M.. April 27. Fol- lowing
are
the resolutions
adopted at a mass meeting of
the "Old Timers' Society," held
In Roswell Wednesday night:
"To Hon. J. S. Lea and gen- tlemen of the society:
"We. your committee appoint- to draft resolutions embodying
the sense of this meeting, re- sped fully submit:
"Resolved. That we. the old
citizens of HoMwell. who know
Hon. George Curry
personally
and well (irrespective of party),
a
as
both
citizen and officer un- hesitatingly condemn the attack
made upon him by the Koswell
Dally Record as unwarranted,
unjust and untrue.
"Resolved. That as an official
he has ever been honest in his
dealings and faithful to every
trust reposed In him; that the
city of Roswell and county of
Chaves are under special ohli- galions tn him fur favors grant- ed and work performed In our
behalf.
"Resolved, That he has been
and will be a greater factor for
building up this town and com- munlly than all of his traducers
combined."
The committee was composed
of J. W. K'ltigKinger. alderman;
Mayor J. W. Stockard and Lu- New
the veteran
cius Dills
Mexico newspaper writer.
Geo.
Curry s'.ill has his legal resl- tlence at Koswell and is of the
best known of the old timers in
southern New Mexico.
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COUNTS WHICH

COST WAS TO BE NEARLY

$15,

HALF

s

GETS
BACK TO RATON

CASE WAS OXK OF THE SADDEST
EVER TO tOMK TO THE ATTENTION' OF THE AtiHC-Q- l
EROl E POLICE AND
S.

Nor

STANDARD OIL COMPANY ATTORNEYS REPLYING TO CHICAGO INDICTMENTS. KAY THEY DID
KNOW THAT THE OCTOPIS HAD RECEIVED KA1LROAD REBATES IN VIOLATION
OF LAW.

'

News item.
Fulfilling what seemed to be the
poor woman's dearest wlh. the
Benevolent society and tht
police department bought .Mrs.
Cohen a ticket last night and
sent her back to Raton, from whence
came
to this city last Friday a
she
week ago.
Mrs. Cohen was comfortably flxei
In her little tent at the corner of West
Tljeras avenue and . North Twelfth
street, but she was not content. She
told the police that she thought that
the climate at Raton would do her
more good than the climate here, and
the mayor of Raton had been so kind
to her, she wanted to go back to him.
So yesterday Mrs. Cohen, on being
promised a ticket to Raton, sold her
tent and the bedding and housekeeping articles she had been given by
the good people of the city and pre
pared to leave. She began making
ready for the Journey yesterday
morning. It was quite an ordeal, but
she completed It about 3 o'clocV In
the afternoon, and with the assist
ance of a big policeman, who carried
her bundles, went to the railway sta
tion, where she was taken In charge
by Depot Master Fields and finally
placed aboard train No. 8.
The case of Mrs. Cohen is one of
the saddest to come to the attention
of the charitable institutions of Al
buquerque.
She was dying with
consumption and had not a known
friend In the world, other than those
who Interested themselves in her
case.
Non-Sectari-

te

TEACHERS
LEAVE FOR ROME
Boston, April 27. There will leave
today the specially chartered steamer
Eomanle with 325 of Americas fore
most educators. Including many
to attend the world's fifth
Sunday school in Rome, Italy. The
convention will be held from May
IS to May 25, and at It, the delegates
from Boston, noted for the elttcleiici
of its Sunday schools, will take an
Important part In the proceedings
Delegates from all. over the country were Invited by the heads of the
various Sunday schools. It has been
planned to have the delegates make
a tour of the historical places and
parks In Boston and suburbs in automobiles and carriages. In the even
ing there will be a banquet with ad
dresses. Because of the large num
ber who are going to Rome It has
been found necessary to charter two
vessels specially for the use of the
Sunday school pilgrims. The Ro
mania sails today, and will arrive
at Home after touching at Maderla,
Gibraltar, Algiers, Naples, Pompeii,
Genoa and Pisa.
Today also the
steamship Neckar will leave
with 250 aboard, and will touch
at the Azores.
Gibraltar. Algiers,
Naples and Pompeii. At Rome the
two companies will meet, remaining
together during the convention and
tours about Rome. Those who make
the trip are men and women, who are
deeply interested in Sunday schools,
and include business and professional
men, school teachers, professors and
editors. Many of them are accompanied by their wives und daughters.
The Boston pilgrims are In charge of
William N. Hartshorn, chairman of
the executive committee of the International Sunday School association.
When, on the opening day, May 18,
on Saturday evening the convention
assembles, it Is expected that there
will be the largest gathering ever
seen at a Sunday school convention.
In addition to the leaders In Sunday school work of two continents
there will be present men and women
fresh from missionary fields In nearly
every country on the globe, for the
convention, will in large measure,
be a missionary Sunday school convention. A unique service, in ihe
form of a vesper sen Ice, w ill be held
In the ruins of the Coliseum, the largest amphitheatre in the world, and
seating between 40,000 ami SO.OuO.
After the convention there will be A
convention of the American and British sections of the lesson committee,
w hlcli selects the Sunday school
lessons studied by mole than 20.0011..
000 members of the Sunda) the world After the
Is over inucy of the tea lie'
will tour I; ni" si. j Ku: jpe.
325

One Thousand Feet Long and
Three-Fourth- s
Completed
at Accident.

Kansas City, April 27. The fed
erai grand Jury today returned ail
Indictment against Captain Flavlus J.
lygard. chat gin him with misappli
cation 01 trc? funds of the Bates IS a
tional bank, of Hutler, Mo., which
ansupendod Septemner last and pf
president.
which he
Ha was
also president of the Masonic home
ct Missouri Kn.ghts Templar,
the
walnut Uani and Coal Company, a
11
corporation wit large holdings, the
company,
.lutes County Investment
and seveial estt.tes, of which he was
trustee.
The Indictment contains
eleven counts, $ la, 000 being Involved
ollowing
the suspension of the
f
bank. Tygard was declared Insane
an1 was confined in a private sanl- years old.
virtnm. :te is

le

Mar-gerl-

EFFECT

MILLION

DOLLARS

Prominent Citizen In Many Lines For Use of North German Lloyd
of Industry and Masonic
Steamship Line and Baltimore
Activity.
and Ohio Railroad.

More than

INSTI-TIT1ION-

mm.
T TO

collection of contestants is one of the
largest ever assembled at nn athletic
meeting In this country. Every' state
east of the Mississippi and north of
the Mason and Dixon line, excepting
Virginia,
Wisconsin Is represented.
North Carolina and Maryland have
also sent delegates.
Besides one mile relay races for
schools and colleges, there will be
relay events
one, two and four-mil- e
for the
for the large universities
championship of the United States.
intercollegiate
Parsons
with
Yale
champion, and Tiltson on the team
race
Is the favorite in the two-miand
Dartmouth, Cornell, Columbia
Pennsylvania are also in this event.

CHARITABLE

WITH FATAL

LEVEN

athletes are ready for this afternoon's carnival of relay races and
Held sports on the Franklin field. The

COHEN

JURY BRINGS

Defendant Is Seventy-Fou- r
Years Old and Was Pronounced Insane.

1200

ROSTOV

s,

New-Yor-

4

7'''

IN NORTH

JURY

HE GAVE

COLLAPSES

O.'Mr 1..

ra ISA Sr

Athletes Assemble For
Relay Races.

JUDGE TO REPEAT

EDERAL

wViVrn';

More Than Twelve Hundred

After Being Out Twenty-OnHours the Verdict Was
at Last Reached.

CHARGE

TRICKING THE STANDARD

IN

GREAT MEET

ACQUITTED BY

ASKED

Tlie Evening Clllsrn, In Advance, $5 per year.
IhilTprvd lijr Carrier. AO cpnM per month.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING. APRIL 27. 1907.
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SECRETARY FOR SECRETARY TAFT IS IN ML1E.
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EASTERN STAR
IS KILLED

CINCINNATI

TO

EAL1ES

DIVORCE

BUT HE

DOESjIOT

-

GETS
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Baltimore, April 27. A pier under
construction at Locust Point. South
Baltimore, collapsed today carrying
down a score of workmen. Six bodies
were recovered, two men are missing
and fifteen were Injured. The pier
was being built for the Baltimore tt
Ohio railroad at the immigration station at Locust Point for the use of
the North German Lloyd Steamship
company, at a cost of $400,000.
It
was 1,000 feet long and three-fourth- s
completed.
MASSACRl'SETTS DAY AT
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION".
Boston, Mass., April 27. It has
been decided by the Massachusetts
managers of the Jamestown exposition that Thursday. Sept. 6, shall be
day on Hampton
Massachusetts
Roads.
The Massachusetts
state
building will be formally dedicated
today, the day after the formal opening of the exposition Itself by Presi
dent Roosevelt. .Besides the officials
from Massachusetts who will attend
this dedication, the commissioners of
all the other states participating are
expected to attend. The historical
loan collection secured by the Jamesmanagers
town exposition
from
Massachusetts, through the
of the colonial dames Is practically completed and is a very striking exhibit.

Golf at Garden City.
Garden City, April 27. There wa
an opening of the competitive sea
son today and the fixtures to follow
will be on the order of last year's
card. A match will be played with
Yale on May 11 at Chauncey, and a
home match Is under arrangement
with the Dyker Meadow Oolf club,
for a match with the Englewood Oolf
club. This was the only team fixture
announced for the spring schedule of
the Dyker Meadow Golf club, but
there will be room for the St. AnThe
drews match in the summer.
charter members of Dyker Meadows
were mostly St. Andrews members
and should the match be decided on, CONGRESSMAN ROASTS
some old friends will meet as conNAVAL CONTRACTORS.
Boston, April
27. Congressman
testants.
George W. Waldo, of New York, the
principal speaker at the mass meeting held last evening In Faneuil hall,
HE WORE A
under the auspices of the National
League of Employes of the Navy
Yards, asserted that warships built
under contract by private concerns
contain serious defects.
He said:
III LIEU OF
"Warships built under eontract by
private concerns and almost immediately after completion sent to tha
Brooklyn navy yarA lor repairs, have
CLOTHES
been 'found to have' rivet holes
plugged with wood, putty and soap Inrr
stead of having Iron rivets Inserted.
In one Instance I know of several
Man Went to Sleep In City hundred rivets supposed to have been
put Into a warship built by contractors whose workmen filled the rivet
ParK and Friends Stole
holes with putty and wood."
i,
m

Fell Down Elevotor Shaft at Will Say Nothing of a Political During Her Life Time He Can
Hotel Thus Losing Her Life
not Marry Again. Though
Character as His Mission
Without Warning.
Is Different.
She May Do So.

His Clothes.

'

PRINCE

FORMER GOVERNOR OF
WILL ADDRESS YALE
AERONAUTS PUT OFF
ALUMNI ASSOCIATES
GEORGIA DEAD AT 73i
CONTEMPLATED TRI

MADE HOME

Peoria,
.April 27. Mrs. Mate
Chester, of Chicago, grand secretary
for Illinois of the Order tr the Eastern Star, fell down the elevator shaft
In a hotel here today and was killed.

A man with stark naked shoulders
and arms protruding above the top
of a barrel and bare legs showing
equally prominent at the bottom of
the barrel, stole from the city park
In the fashionable residence portion
morning
of Albuquerque, yesterday
and much to the astonishment of the
early risers in the neighborhood
made a home run dash for the down
town portion of the city. He directed
his route through alleys wherever
possible, but was finally forced to
run down Railroad avenue, an object
of considerable Interest rto pedestrians.
At Fourth street and Railroad avenue, the man wearing the barrel
turtied toward the Commercial
dub but on reaching Gold avenue,
the queer looking object went east
At th.s point the
to Third street.
man made a sprint into an alley east
from Third street between Gold and
Silver avenues. The barrel, with the
nude attributes, was next seen passing the Imperial Laundry, where it
was greeted with a merry ha, ha,
by several employes who had Just
reached the laundry for work.
That was the last seen of the odd
looking figure.
Now for the story.
The man in
question was a well known
who now and then Indulges more or less in intoxicating
beverages. The night preceding the
affair above mentioned he had been
"out" with a few of the boys and en
route to his home fell asleep in the
It
city park. The "boys" thought
would be an awful Joke to steal his
clothes, hide them, wait for him to
awaken, give him a goo-- , fright and
then restore the clothing. They sewearing apparel
cured the man's
without difficulty. Then, horrors of
horrors, they all had another drink
and forgot the sleeping man In the
park.
The chattering of a little sparrow
in the trees overhead and the first
ray of the blushing d.iwn, awakened
the sleeper. He sought for his clothing, fouud It not and then secured
the barrel. It was a perfect working
out of an old cartoon well kndwn to
readers of the Sunday colored supplements. The sequel to the story Is
that the man leached a down town
restaurant and was hi. lien from the
curious gaze or ine public until a
friend secured lilin a suit of clothes.
The story sounds like fiction; per- naps 11 is, out tue practical Jokers
who ure responsible for it all. sav
that if you don't believe It, they can
show you the barrel. Any one who
resides in the district mentioned can
secure the return of the barrel by
addressing
but 110. that would be
telling and The Citizen has promised
not to tell.

111.

(iOVEItXOH HI LLOCK
DEAD AT .SEVENTY-THREAlbion, N. Y., April 27. Rufus B.
Bullock, former governor of Georgia,
died hear today at the family homestead, where he had resided since the
death of his wife, two years ago. He
was 73 years old.
E

Cincinnati, Ohio, April 27. Secre-taiof War Taft. who is to make
several public addresses in this city
and one in Dayton, Ohio, within the
next three days, arrived here today.
He declined to discuss political questions in any way and declared that he
will have during his western
trip
nothing w hatever to say bearing upon
the presidential question.
"The engagements which I have
come to till." he said, "were made
long ago and politics never entered
into them. I snail nave nothing to
say of a political character.' '
Taft met with a warm reception
when he entered the sinton hotel to
attend the convention of the Associated Western Yale clubs, of which he
is president.
Tonight he will speak
at the banquet of the Y'ale association. His address will be confined to
matters connected with the university
and its work and influence upon its
alumtil.

WEATHER I'N FAVORABLE
FOR A BALLOON TRIP,
St. Louis, April 27. After consul
tation with the weather bureau of
ficials today. Aeronaut B. C. McCoy,
of the Aero cluu of New York, de
elded to postpone his long distance
balloon flight for at least thirty-si- x
hours, as the wind conditions are not
favorable.

RICHARD MANSFIELD
WILL SAIL TUESDAY".
New
Y'ork,
April 27. Richard
Manstield sails Tuesday next for England, his season having closed much
earlier than usual, and the end was
cut off by his sickness. He has concluded a lease for a country place
on the Thames, adjoining Windsor
Castle. Mr. Mansfield's season close.' RI NNING KAC'EK OPEN
earlier than usual. It Is announced
AT LEXINGTON TRACK.
that during the remaining years of
Lekington, Ky., April 27. A race
his professional work his tours will
begin later in the autumn, and close will be held at the running track
here from today to May 4th. These
earlier in the spring.
dates have been alloted by the Kentucky Racing commission. The deTO LOCATE I'RESRYTERI AN
to hold a running meeting is
C'HIRCIl COLLEGE. cision
believed to be the result of an agreeOklahoma City, April 27. The ment between the
peoHluegrass
educational board of the Presbyterian ple and James II Haggln, fair
of Ne.v
church of the two territories meets York, by which they have agreed
to
In this city today to receive offers for purchase
the track from Captain
the future location of the Henry Ken- Harry Brown,
of Pittsburg.
dall college of Muskoggee, which is
at present the only educational institution of higher learning now conducted by the Presbyterians of the
territory. Propositions will likely be
received from Guthrie, Tusia. Chick-ashIN THE HOSPITAL
Oklahoma City. Ardmore and
Enid.

HI GE liAHOH PARADE
HELD IN PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia. Pa., April 27. Preliminary plans for a parade of all the
labor organizations in the city tonight, to take the place of the labor
day parade were made yesterday at
a meeting at the Central Labor union at 232 North Ninth street. This
promises to be the largest labor parade ever held here. It is said that
more than 40,000 men are in line.
There are also many floats and the
Illuminations will be especially effective owing to the active interest taken in the proposed procession by the
union, which will be
Electricians'
represented by BOO
men carrying
lights. The reason assigned for the
change In the day was that the men
were always to tired after marching labor day to enjoy themselves
properly at the picnic which follows.
This year the picnic will be the one
event In the celebration of labor day.
It is also proposed that the parade
shall be in effect with the labor men's
May day celebration, the last Saturday before the beginning of May having been selected with that end In
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FIRE DESTROYS

CAR-

THAGE DEPOT

view.

DEMING

MAY MEXICO MIDLAND RAILWAY IOHE.S ALL ITS RECORDS
ORIGIN" OF IILA7.E IX.
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X
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TO HAVE

HjANITARIUM

KNOWN.

special to The Evening Citizen.
San Antonio, N. M., April 27.
Fire of unknown origin destroyed the depot and office
building of tne New Mexico
Midland Hallway company
at
Cartilage last evening. The loss
can not be estimated ut this
time, as all the company's pa- pera and records were destroyed.
The building was not of much
consequence.
The blaze was Mist discovered
;i!mut
o'clock by miners com- ing out of the mines. A bucket
brigade was formed but could
m.ike little headway against the
tl. unes
which u holly enveloped
the building when the fire was
hr-- l
discovered.

THROUGH

New York, April 27. An lnterlocu
tory decree of divorce was granted
Mrs. Emma Earned Story today, by
which she is given the right to re
sume her maiden name and reman
If she desires.
Story is forbidden t
remarry during the lifetime of Mrs,
Story.

y

4 Special to The Evening Citizen.
4
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April 27.
MacLarein.
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Dr.

auJohn Wat.on I Km
at
thor and lei inter, is in u
sintering
an
from
acute
Ml. Pleasant,
All
his
American
of
attack
1 tiKageinent.s
have been canceled.
Dr. Watson was taken ill shortly
before the Imur tor his lecture to the
loaj Welf4ii students. His con-dl'- uhiie painful, is 1,01 considolbi aiai H i' 9
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Deinlng. April 27. The pre- linilnarles necessary for the es- tabltshmerit of the long talked of
sanitarium,
to be established
near this city, having been com- pleted, work on the buildings Is
about to begin. The city has
long been In need of some place
of this character in which to
cure for the numerous health- seekers who come here In need
of attention not afforded In or- ways.
(Unary
The Institution
will be erected at a point in the
neighborhood of one mile north
of town, along the river. The
site chosen is an ideal one and
the sanitarium cannot helu but
prove a blessing to the town.
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CITY STREETS

FINDS HISTORIC
RELIC

Antiquarians of Santa Fe Are
Now Engaged In an Effort to Solve Mystery.

UUtt Ttltttf till
'

v.

ap-par- al

n.

SECRETARY

TUT

IMI- ING IX CINCINNATI.
4
Cincinnati. (.. April .'7. Secretary
4 Taft will attend the meeting of the
Western Federation of Y'lle club In
4 Cincinnati today
It is stated
4 his visit to Ohio h i no political that
significance, the secretary' engage men t
having bee maJe a year ago.
1

Special to The Evening Citizen.
.
Santa Fe, April
For
many years
Bradford L.
Prince, of this city, has devoted 4
his spare time to antiquarian
research, as a result of which
the archives of the territory have
been greatly enriched and the
historical collection of the capi- tal has been materially aided 4
to.
Frequently the citizens of
Santa Fe and the territory at
large are startled from their
usual lethargy by some new an- Hues 4
nouncement along tnese
and when the matter Is sifted 4
down it generally turns out that 4
the governor is the man behind 4
an- - 4
Yesterday
the discovery.
other of these finis was record- - 4
ed as a result of which more 4
than ordinary speculation is ex- cited.
Recently the territorial legls- - 4
lature in its desire to promote
a healthful interest in the great
subject so assiduously cultivated
by the governor, set aside for
the use of the Territorial Histor-- 4
leal society additional space in
the old palace, to be used for
storage and exhibition purposes.
Yesterday the governor made
un inspection of the rooms so
assigned and in one of them he
made the discovery referred to
above. The object found was no
less than a live burro. Whence
came he or whose was he Is ap
parently a matter of pure con
jecture, us no man or woman.
seems to
nullve or Imported
know anything whatever of his
past history. Confined for no
one knows how long in the dark
obscurity of his palace cell, with
neither food, drink or even ventilation, for the room is practically w indow less, this relic of
days is now
brought
forth like Rip Yun Winkle into
a world from w hence those w ho
knew him. seem all to have vanished. When found he was
so emaciate. I and weak that he
was unable to walk and the sern
del s had
vices of seNeral
to be lnoked In order that he
might be carried to a detent
resting place on the iras l:i the
Capital park.
Al last reporis he w.i- - .iiii.-ilfeasting on oats contnljuied by
the llistoritsl society while thw ise men and
o l !:
.1 - of the
if. h ing in
association bit
'
his idn-vain for Mime
f ho
he
it y or e j.l u .;'
'
j
o: i;i.came to be .1
p
historic
V
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Garfield's Young Men Give Him
Some Trouble In the

Interior Department.
Washington.

April

Cured of Rheumatism.
Mr. Wm. Henry of Chattanooga,
Tenn., had rheumatism In his left
arm. "The strength seemed to have
gone out of the muscles so that n
was useless for work," he Bays. "I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
wrapped the arm In flannel at night,
and to my relief I. found that the pain
gradually left me and the strength
returned. In three weeks the rheumatism had disappeared and has not
Janus R. Garfield, the new secre- since
returned."
If troubled with
tary of the Interior. is tryfng
rheumatism try a few applications of
square himself with the newspaper Pain
Balm. You are certain to be
crowd In Washington.
When Mr. pleased with the relief which It afGarfield quit the office of commissionFor sale by all druggists.
fords.
er of corporations to go to the interalong
department
with
he took
ior
him a number of young gentlemen BAD
whu are known as "pussy-foots.- "
young men. who
These
wore gum shoes In the commissioner's
$100 AND TRIMMINGS
olllce. thought it was up to them to
put the lid on In the interior department.
They started off nt the beginning. As
UKsri.T. PKMING WILL
They notified the chief clerk of the
HAM: TWO STAR IIOAHKKIIS
Interior department that more care
roK Tinti:i; months.
should be exercised in the future In
admitting people to the interior deA couple of parties named Arthur
partment building, ah order was Is- Oswald and (). A. Grlndley, who have
sued requiring all those applying for been working here for several weeks
admission alter J o'clock to present a with a Southern Pacific bridge gang,
pass. This raised a howl of protest, took It Into their heads Tuesday night
especially on the part of veteran re- to go on record
as doing
wild and
porters v. ho object to passes of all woolly west act( says the
the Demlng
kinds, railroad passes only excepted. Graphic.
Arming themselves
with
Secretary Garfield heard from the
they tanked up on tanpr.ss order, and he at once caused It glefoot nnd got busy with their shoot-I- n'
to If irscinded.
The next thing his
Irons.
However, our officers had
young men did was to inform bureau them in limbo before any serious deofficers that the secretary, and the facement had been brought
about,
secretary only, was the person In the and when they appeared in Judge
department to give out news. There Chapman's court they were a whole
was another howl.
Secretary Gar- lot sadder but wiser men. The court
field has come to the conclusion that gave them a fine of $100 and trimhis young men have got to be squelchmings a piece and three months In
ed, and hereafter they will play minor Jail. Friends of the men have Interparts in the department.
They hav-be- ceded In their behalf, agreeing to pay
pushed tj the rear, and here- the fines and costs. If the jail senafter will neither meet the public nor tence were suspended. As the men
have nn,;h'ng to do that would be themselves have no money to liquidlikely to fc've ;i falst impression as ate their fines have heretofore borne
to Seciet.iry Ghifield's pulky in runa fair reputation' and also agree to
ning his department.
hike out of town for good, the court
will probably accept the proposition,
Gen. C. C. Sniff en, the new paymas- which we believe would be a wise act.
ter general of the army, has the finest
Does coffee
disagree with you?
collection of autographs of famous
men existing In the L'nited States. He Probably it does! Then try Dr.
Snoop's
Coffee. "Health CofHealth
has Just received from a friend in
Washington an autograph letter of fee" is a clever combination of parchAdmiral Cervera, the gallant Spanish ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
(, nicer who wont down to defeat bereal coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop's
fore the flying squadron at Santiago Health Coffee, yet its flavor and taste
matches closely old Java and Mocha
In 1898.
conCervera was at first
demned for thy disaster, but later his "offeo. If your stomach, heart, or
fine
qualities
recognized kidneys can't stand coffee drinking,
were
throughout Spain and he Is now the tty Health Coffee. It is wholesome,
It's nice
head of Alphonso's navy, honored by nourishing and satisfying.
his rand loveu by his feilun even for the youngest child. Sold by
C. N. Brtngham.
c iizen
In his letter, which has Just come
Into the possession of Gen. Snittin,
V OF APRIL 21
Cervera states that he is happy, that
Spain Is progressing, and that the
country has a promising future.
Gen. Snitfln is one of the most pop1686 Governor Dougan grants a
ular of army officers in Washington. charter
New York city, which reHe has had an Interesting career. He mained to
the basis of its municipal
was confidential secretary
at the government
for 200 years.
white house during the administra1859 The ship Pomona Is wrecked
tion of President Grant.
Gen. Snlf-fl- n on Blackwater bank
and only 4. out
has a larger number of Grant
manuscripts than anybody else not a of 419 passengers are saved.
member of the Grant family, and
Don't use harsh physics. The revalues them more hignly than any of action weakens the bowels, leads to
his other possessions. He keeps them chronic
constipation.
Get Doan's
under lock and key, and eventually Regulets. .They operate easily, tone
will turn them over to the National the stomach, cure constipation.

COifMD

When They Cross State Lines
They Come Under Inter-

FIGHT

museum, tn conversation with friends
recently Gen. Snlflin said that Grant
dictated very few of his messages or
other state papers, but laboriously
wrote them out by hand and had
them copied. Gen. Snlflln has numerous original copies of Grant's
papers on the most Important topics
of the times, and proudly exhibits
them ns a refutation of the charge
that General Grant did not always do
ris own thinking and writing.

g

LAW

WADSWORTH

scribing the terrific fighting on May 6,
says
"In this engagement the Intrepid Wadsworth, while trying to
rally his men. was mortally woundShortly nfter his son, James
ed."
V.. then preparing for Yale college,
accepted a position on the staff of
Major General 11. K. Warren, and
served until the end of the war.
Col. Peter A. Porter, the father of
the new congressman, fell at Cold
Harbor, while In command of the
Klghth New York heavy artillery. Ho
was a son of Peter It. Porter, secretary of war In the cabinet of John
Qulncy Adam. Both General Wadsworth and Col. Porter were nun of
wealth and high social standing, and
were conspicuous examples of a lofty
sense of duty and patriotic devotion
to their country. Their sons are now
warring politicians, and will fight it
out to a finish in the next campaign.

en

The Inter-

27.

state commerce commission has now
before It for consideration a case that
has in it an element of comedy. Certain persons living In Hockessln. Pa.,
made a complaint against the Baltimore & Ohio that disclosed an interesting condition of affairs. It appears
that the railroad named operatedpar-in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey a
cels post system that Is very useful to

A
Individuals and small tradesmen.
trolley line, parelleling the Baltimore
Into
Ohio,
entered
was
and
erected
A
competition with the steam railroad
Finally the
for passenger traffic.
railroad, beginning to lose business,
gave notice that It would refuse to
carry packages of persons who rode
on the trolley line.
A war of roads followed, but the
People
Baltimore & Ohio stood pat.
who rode on the trolley found that
the steam road would not carry their
packages If they did so. Things grew
from bad to worse, and finally the
case was brought to the attention of
the Interstate commerce commission.
It Is now being heard at Philadelphia.
It is the first case of its kind brought
to the attention of the federal body.
It may not be generally known, but
it Is a fact, nevertheless, that trolley
are
lines that cross state border
under the jurisdiction of the amended
trolcommerce.
No
act to regulate
ley line can legally Issue passes covering transportation beyond state borNotice to this effect has been
ders.
given by the commission In a number
cases,
of
and it has thus been brought
home to many people that the new
railroad rate act is far reaching in its
effect. If there is one feature of the
law that is more unpopular than another it is that prohibiting the issuance of passes. If the act Is ever
amended, a determined effort will be
provismade to modify the anti-paion, which is being enforced with
scrupulous exactitude by the interstate commerce commission.
ss

proHow It was that the anti-pas- s
vision got through congress will ever
remain a mystery to a great many
people. The house put it in the rate
bill in the hope that the senate would
Free transportation was
kill it.
slaughtered in the house of its
friends, which means congress.
proposition has had
The anti-pas- s
its effect on the life of the national
Formerly Washcapitari this spring.
ington was the stamping ground of
statesmen in and out of the congressional season.
Then the solons, a
vast majority of them, traveled on
passes.
They took advantage of
nearly every opportunity to come to
Washington and talk over affairs of
It
state. Nowadays it Is different.
costs money to travel, as senators and
representatives have found to their
aorrow. In the future, if the anti-palaw continues to live, the lawmakers will travel on their mileage,
and that means that they will come
here when congress meets, remain
here while congress Is in session, and
then go home again, returning at the
beginning of a new congress on the
mileage provided by law.
ss

SHRINERS WILL BE HIKING
LOS ANGELES NEXT WEEK

Albuquerque Wearers of the Fez Will
Present Visitors With Badges.
10,000 Are Expected.
s.

h,

It is a pure, specific, reliable, female remedy, with
a record of 70 years of
FREE ADVICE

success. It has benefited a million others.
Why not you? Try it.

Will.

OF

a ktttr
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Toilet Accessories

HOW T1IKY STAND
Won. Lost.
Chicago
ft
New York
9
Pittsburg
5
Philadelphia
6
4
Cincinnati
5
Boston
St. Louis
3
1
Brooklyn
AiiM-Mcai-

Sioux

Cltv

.KO0

.750
.025
.600
.400
.455
.250
.111

Won. Lost. Pet.
8
3
.727
7
3
.700
4
7
.636
7
4
.636
5
4
.556
7
3
.300
8
3
.273
2
9
.182

Let us Supply You

Won. Lost. Pet.

The HIGHLAND

Western league.

YKsTKiin ay s ;.mi:s.

At Philadelphia
New York

H. E.

B.
5

.1, 1

o

.667
.667
.555
.444
.333
.222

3
3
4
5
6
7

6
6
5
4
3
2

lies Moines
Lincoln
Uenver
Omaha
Pueblo ..
-

Soups,
Brushes,
Nail
Brushes, Manicure
Scissors,
Corn Plasters,
Corn llles,
(shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.
Until

Pet,

Icngiie.

i

Philadcphla
New York
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
Washington
Boston
St. Louis

14

PHARMACY

1

Occidental IJfe Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

2

h.

tUtburg-Clncdnna-

1 1

PERSONAL
605

Chocolate and bon bon
(Upper.
Inquire 219 South Second.
W A N TKD
A round top writing desk".
N. H. Andrus, 110 West Gold avenue.
WANTED Situation, by an experl- enceu accountant and office man,
J. B. G., Evening Citizen.
v a.n jim)
rnsitiim iiy young man;
good driver; light, outside work
preferred; city or country. I. M
C, enre Citizen.
WANTED Ladles wanting
stylish
mniinery ana dressmaking, call on
Miss Crane, 512
North
Second
street. Prices low.
Also appren
tlces wanted.
'Phone 944.
WANTED
Uenlieman-- a
second
hand clothing. No. 616 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor,
WANTED 1 'osition as Job composi- tor in goon ornce. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
lm. stale salary when writing.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WANTED Capable salesman to cov
er New Mexico with staple line of
high commissions with $100 monthly advance, permanent position to
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.
FOH KENT.
I UU RENT Three room cottage.
at 601 North Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping.
401 South
Edith.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished, Including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front $14.00. 519
West Railroad avenue.
E. P. Golden.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening on the outside.
Price, $l .per
week and up.
Minneapolis House,
524 South Second.
A. T. Devore,
Proprietor.
OK SALE- FOR SALE Party will sacrifice" typewriter, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
w. j;. MiiHKen, Library building.
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The
very best of home-bake- d
bread,
pies,
cakes, doughnuts,
baked
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all homemade.
Also staple groceries, dry
goods and notions. 506 South Arno.
'Phone 710.
FORT BAYARD N. M.. MARCH 26
107. Sealed proposals In triplicate
for constructing
28,- approximately
00 feet of cement gutters and sidewalks at this post, will be received
here until 11 a. m. May 1, 1907. and
then opened. Information furnished
on application. United States reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelopes containing proposals should be
endorsed "Gutters and Sidewalks"
and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,

J

Quartermaster.

o

Hives, eczema. Itch or salt rheum
sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch
of your clothing. Doan's Ointment
cures the most obstinate cases. Why
suffer. All druggists sell it.

At Columbus: Columbus 2; Kansas
City 9.
At Louisville:
Louisville 5; St.

Paul 1.
At Toledo: Tvlodo
1.

bam: bai

l

3;

Minneapolis

Indianapolis

2:

tips to
YOl

enn.

$1.00 Bottles.

base-runne-

And you will admit that, viewed from every standpoint,)! Is a leader,
und a shoe which merits its enviable reputation.

KEITH'S KONQUEROR

SHOES

for men are dependable shoes in every way. They have held their
nave a larger sale man
own tor over on years, anu y
ever. Their superiority is never questioned.
Oxford,
We show below our Elk
a Patent Colt shoe, which
retails for $4, and is guaranteed for setvice and
satisfaction.
It cannot fail to please for it
represents the best in desien. in leather, and in
workmanship. Ask to see it.

PRESTON 11. KEITH.
SHOE , CO.
Makers,
Mass
Krm-liton-

Sold

WILLIAM

Hv

CHAPLIN

IN

Haas, of the Cincingo bac k to the Kan-

Vateher Bert
nati Reds, Is to
sas State League.

tighter.
training at 'Frisco for anything
that may come his way.

Is in

From an early vie.ft.9il looks like
Connie Mai k liax the biggest contract
if lib life to kud th Athletics to- -

IOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattelsj
alao on 8ALARIE8 AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly mad and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain in your possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call an a
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
116 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

PROFESSIONAL

CARUS

LAWYERS.

Ira

ATTORNEY

M. Bond.
AT LAW.
D. C.

s: r.et..

N. W., Washington,

Pensions,
copyrights.
caveats.
trade marks claims.
Bryan.
II. W.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Offica.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. It.
1JL.MIST8.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 1 and I, Barnett building,
over O'Rlelly's drug; store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mati.
Edmund J. Alger, D. B. 8.
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours,
a. in., to 12:80 p. m.;
p. m, to S p. m. Both phones. Lit
Appointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Sorgeoa.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque. N. M.
DR. R. L. HCSI.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
DRS. BROXSON & BROXSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drue Htnre
'Phone
Office and residence. 628.
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
When your animals are nteir nn
need a good veterinary surgeon. Call
up the old reliable. Phone No. (41.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 816.
Colo.. Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Rlaah
or White hearse, St.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. VI.
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC;
patents,
letter patents,
land

I.

ne

S-- 8,

46-4-

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Childers. Ill
West Gold avenue.
UA1R DRESSER ASP CHIKOPO.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and mani
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepare
tlon of complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complexion,, and is guaranteed not to be In
jurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restom
life to dead hair; removes mole.
warts and superfluous hair. Also
face powder, a freckle cure and pim
ple cure and pile cure. All of then
preparations are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vi.
brator machine for treatment oi
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. U
Is also used for rheumatism,
pain
and massage.
Office with W. B.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Lanl
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 2.

Office
1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Palle, of Laguna, N. M.. has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim,
viz.:
Homestead entry No. 6842,
made February 12, 1902, for the S
V, NW
section 28, township 6 N.
range 5 W, and that said proof will
be made before Silvestre Mirabel, V.
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
N. M.. on May 6. 1907.
,
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upo i,
and cultivation of, the land, vis:.:
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna,
five-ye-

ar

o

NOTICE FOR rCULICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
at Santa Fe, N. M , March 26.

Office
1907.

Notice Is hereby given that George
Klrochlma, of Laguna, N. M , ha
filed notice of his intention to make
proof in support of hH
final five-yeclaim, viz.:
Homestead entry No.
6843, made September 12, 1902, for
the N H NW
NW M, and
SW
NW
SW 4. section 18, townthlp
7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
will be made before Silvestre
l,
N. M., on May 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero,
Juan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ar

Men's and Young
Men's Suits
From the shops of the world's
Greatest Tailors

Mira-Rafae-

o

Kohn Brothers
CHICAGO

Wc )iut tlii line oil
In this city from

le

let

ii

lion

As it'iufM-mcill not
You

Im

I

lie

lalc--

4

The Price of Health.
"The price of health In a malarious
district is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills."
writes Ella Slayton, of Noland. Ark.
New Life Pills cleanse gently and Impart new life and vigor to the system. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
all druggists.

Reduced

$15 to $35

MontSmith-e-

PROPERTY

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

srilliTIMi NOTES.
The rumor won't down that
gomery will drop out of the
League.

ino:.

N. M.

sive.

Bill Squires, the Kangaroo

CARDUI

lOOKATTHEKOIldUEROR'

Early Arrivals
afraid of the shortstop or the second
baseman. Do not even look at them.
Vou keep your eye on the pitcher
and the ball and listen attentively to
the coacher on the third base line.
It's his business to watch the players
around second for you. If you watch
the pitcher closely, and have a good
lead, you should be half way down
to third by the time he makes his
first motion to pitch. And don't forget that "get-awaslide. It works
Just the same at third as at second.
It would be well to caution the
young ballplayer never to try to
spike a baseman. Never slide at a
man as though you were trying to
"get him." Of course. If the base
man's foot Is in front of the bag as
you are sliding in, It's his fault If he
gets hurt. Remember, if you Intentionally "pike" a man. he's going
to get even some way. If you're playing a base yourself he will come at
at you the same way, and If you are
playing a base yourself he will come
at ou the same way, and If you are
playing the outfield he'll tag you in
the face with the ball some day. and
It will hurt some.
Above all things
play clean ball, but always be aggres-

Roma

re

4 10
0
Philadelphia
Batteries Mathen and Bresna- - ward the top this season. His pitchhan; Sparks, McClokey and Jack-lltsc- ing staff don't appear able to go the
limit.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
0
4
11
Boston
Walter J. Travis retains his title
1
2 11
Brooklyn
as long distance golf champion, by
Batteries Flaherty
and Brown; defeating Jerome B. Travers, at New
Bucker, Mclntyre and Butler.
York.
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
1
3
8
St. Louis
Jim Delehanty Is getting more
4
5 10
Chicago
Batteries Brown and Marshall; knocks Isthan boostsway at St. Louis.
a sure
Which
to make him
Overall and Kling.
play his worst game.
tl
At Pi sbu rg II
game postponed; rain.
"Spike" Bobson, English featherweight, has sailed for home. He will
American Icngue.
At Boston
R. H. E. return to America In September after
1 another crop of
1
3
Philadelphia
American mazuma.
1
3
0
Boston
Batteries Dygert and Barry Prultt
Longboat, the Toronto, Can., Inand Armbruster.
dian, who won the Marathon race at
R. H. E. Boston, will be sent to college by
At Cleveland
1
6
0
Cleveland
public subscription in his home town.
7
2
2
Chicago
Leibliardt and Clark;
Batteries
Sandow Mertes has signed with the
Walsh and Sullivan.
Minneapolis
Association
R. H. E. club. He wasAmerican
At New York
released by Boston
1
o 6
Washington
when
the
decidnational
commission
0
4 10
New York
Batteries Graham and Warner; ed he must be paid $4,000.
Bracket and Klelnow.
Manager Mike Cantlllon and Joe
R. H. E. Doyle,
At Detroit
of the Minneapolis team, are
2
9
3
Detroit
Doyle was
1
4
3 setting a bad example.
St. Louis
out of the game three times in
and Schmidt; run
Batteries Willelt
a week and Mike once.
Howell and Stephens.
Barney Pelty, the headiest and
Western Iagiie.
R. H. E. about the best pitcher of the Browns,
At Sioux City
has
not yet hit his gait. He led the
S 13
6
Sioux City
5 Brown twirlers last year, but in the
17 22
Pueblo
team', a
Batteries Jarroit, Patterson. Ben sex series, lhe champj-nett and Sheehan; Hatch, Morgan team he could always beat, found him
for ten safe swats.
and Smith.
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
S
For catarrh, let me send you fres
2
13
Des Molne
3 just to prove merit, a trial size box
6 13
Lincoln
Batteries Clark and Wolf; Jones, of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It Is
Zackert and ZInran.
a snow white, creamy, healing antiR. H. E. septic balm that gives instant relief
At Omaha
8
2
10
Omaha
to catarrh of the nase and throat.
1
9 14
Denver
Make the free test and see. Address
Thompson. Hall and Dr.
Batteries
Shoon, Racine, Wis. Large Jars
("binding: Engle, Paige, Zalusky and
50 cents. Sold by all druggists.
McDonough.

alt

your ftviriploifl. snj
will benj uu
lit- AJtice.in plain teled envelop.
Addrrtt: 1 ajiri AdviMtr y llrtvartmrnt,
1 t,e liAtiiinoogd .Medic ti)Cu.,OiaiiA-nuot- f

Sold by Every Druggist in

WINE

and

American Ijraguo.
Chicago at Cleveland.
St. Louis at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Boston.
Washington at New York.

WANTED.
Woman at

WANTED
avenue.
WANTED

SUPPLIES

NGS'IT.KS
Till:
No. .
Do you know that stealing
third
base is Just as easy as stealing second? Well, nearly all good
unny that
consider It so.
so many youngsters are afraid to take
a chance at "swiping" this bag.
'f course, you must use a little
Judgment before attempting to steal
at 6:30 a. m.. leaving nt 7:30 a. m. third. If you are on second and the
Hajari Temple of Beading, Pa.,
goni hitters of your team ate coming
Temple of Buffalo, Mecca Tem- up. it's foolish business to make the
ple of New York City, will arrive at try, because most any kind of a hit
1
p. m., leaving at 2 p. ni. Salad in will score you from second. But If a
Temple of Grand Hapids. Mich., ar- weak hitter is up and there is one
rives at 11:30 a. in., leaving at 12:30 out. tear after that third bag.
p. m.. as does Zenabla Temple of ToRemember that you can always get
ledo, Ohio. Zen Zen Temple of Erie, a line lead on" second.
Never be
Pa., and Saloam Temple of Newark.
N. J.
At 4:45 p. m., the Shriner
delegation from New
Jersey
ami
Pennsylvania will arrive, leaving at 6
p. m.
Friday. May 3, the Syria Temple,
Cincinnati, will arrive at 6:i. a. m.,
leaving at 7:30 a. m.; Moclat Temple
of St. Louis. Mo., will arirve at S:3n
a. m.. leaving at 9:3a a. in.; Kismet
Temple of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrives
at 11 a. in., leaving at 12 noon, and
Alllsen Temple of Columbus, Ohio,
arrives at 12:30 p. m., leaving at 1
p. m.
rough estimates
10,000
From
Shriners. from nearly every state in

women's Pains

tion.

National
at Brooklvn.
Boston at Philadelphia.
Chlcngo at St. Louis.
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
New York

Indianapolis:
At
Milwaukee 6.

Local Temple. No. 6, of the Shrin-erhas appointed a committee to
meet the Shriners of other temples
a- they pass through
Albuquerque
next Wednesday. Thursday and Friday en route to the annual meeting
to be held In Los Angeles.
Each visitor and lady will be presented with
a ribbon and badge, upon which will
be printed:
Albuquerque
Temple
"Welcome.
No. 6."
A
detailed list of the temples,
when they will arrive, depart and
what trains they will arrive on, has
been received and Is as follows:
Wednesday. May 1. The Sphinx
Temple, Hartford,
Conn.; Palistine
Temple, Bridgeport, Conn.; Pyramid
Temple. Providence, It. I.; and Aleppo Temple, Boston, Mass., will arrive
on passenger No. 1 at 7:4 5 p. in.,
leaving at 8:30 p. m.
Temple of Sava-naThe Yaarab-All- e
Ga.. will arrive in a special a
few minutes later, leaving that night

BATH
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

American Association.

of New
James W. Wadsworth,
York, for twenty years a member of
the lower house of congress, went
down In the deluge last November because of his opposition to the meat
by the
inspection laws advocated
president. As a result, a bitter feud at 12:45 a. m.
the east, north, south and central
Thursday, May 2. The Syria Tem- states will pass throug Albuquerque
has sprung up between Wadsworth
The former is a ple of Pittsburg, Pa., will arrive at next week, en route to Los Angeles.
and the president.
power In republican party affairs In 8 a. m., leaving at 10 a. m. Murat The locals have ribbons for all who
Temple of Indianapolis will arrive come.
western New York, and he is sharpening his knife for Roosevelt and
Itoogevell policies.
Peter A. Porter, who threw his
limbs over the back of a cow and
made his campaign against Wadsworth on the meat issue, was elected
on the Independent league democratic
ticket. But he is about to throw over
his erstwhile political comrades. The
administration has recognized him by
turning out a lot of Wadsworth post1
masters and appointing Porter men.
was a total wreck," writes Mrs. Beulah
Mr. Porter claims he is a republican,
Rowley, of Champoeg, Oregon, "from pains 1 had
and will apply at the beginning of the
sixtieth congress for admission to the
suffered, for 4 years, every month. Sometimes 1
republican organization.
would be unconscious for 12 hours at a stretch. 1
The porter and Wadsworth families
have lived In the Geneseo valley In
did not know that anything could stop the pain
New York for many years.
The
entirely, but Wine of Cardui did. I advise all
fathers of James W. Wadsworth and
of Peter A. Porter were gallant solwomen suffering with painful periods to use CarPorter,
diers during the civil war.
Sr., and Wadsworth, Sr., were killed
dui
and be relieved."
during the bloody campaign of the
Wilderness in lk64. Gen. James 8.
It does this by regulating the functions and
Wadsworth commanded the fourth
division of the Fifty corps, and Gen
toning up all the Internal female organs to health.
eral Urant, In his memoirs. In de
There Is more Catarrn in mis section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few years
was supposed to be incurable.
For a
great many years doctors pronounced It
rem- local
local
and
urescrlhed
disease
edit-- ,
and by constantly falling to cure
pronouncea
with local treatment,
incur
Science bus proven catarrh to
able.
be a constitutional disease and therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by V. J
Cheney Ik Co., Toledo, Ohio, la the only
constitutional cure on the market. Jt
10
In taken internally tn doses from
oioj.K to a trapionful. It acts directly
on the blond nr. l mucous surfaces of the
pyFteni. 'j in y offer one hundred dollars
tor any cise it fails to cure. Send for
Address;
limit, u ai.d '.testimonials.
J. CHEN'KY e Cv ,
Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by all frugglsts 7!.
pills for constlpa
Take Hull's
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church to which he has been called
last Sunday. The church to the pastorate of which Mr. Aked succeeds
S
I
Is one of the largest and wealthiest of
the Baptist denomination In this city.
It Is popularly known as Mr. RockeI
feller's church. But the senior John
i right
are right
Rockefeller, although he attenai
I.
presumably
city
and
it when in this
contributes largely to Its support and
beneficences, holds his church mem
bershlp In Cleveland. The promise
has been made to Mr. Aked that he
shall be hampered In no way In h!3
nulnlt utterances here, but that ie
shall feel free to say or do what his
Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
conscience dictates.
O
and
Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
year
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Easter weddings have this
element of novelty so far as the pres
fill out blank above
in
below,
is
name
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not
your
If
Cliques
Us
City
Has
Great
ents are concerned, which the talent
of a French medalist now in this
and send same to the office of The Evening Citizen,
Like
Interests
and Local
country had made possible. The wed
ingredient usedin
The
All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue
ding medal has .lust been put on tne
the composition of the Bit
Any Country Village.
market by a Arm of Fifth avenue
Jewellers, and at many of the spring
ters are of the highest posmarriages there has been seen such
avenue.
sible standard of purity,
Orldley, Paul, carpenter,
a gift on the table of presents. It
res. 1110
Is usually given by the bridegroom
west Railroad avenue.
which we guarantee.
and
apprenTHAW MISTRIAL MAKING
machinist
Alberto,
G
vizale.
by
the bride to her
to the bride, or
Grlego, Felix, employe American
tice Santa Fe shops, res. 1100
You can, therefore, make
husband, although It may be present
Lumber Co., res. East street.
road.
ed by any friend or relative in lieu
for
it
no mistake in trying
res. 82 3
EVEN LAWYERS
'.onxnles. Mrs. Alcnrio (widow), rea. Grlego, Gabriel, laborer,
of an ordinary gift.
south Broadway.
Flatulency, Headache,
1507 south Second street.
These marriage medals are made
Grlego. Grlego. agent Singer Sewing
of sliver and are about two Inches in
Gonzales. Mrs. Carluta, housekeeper.
Machine Co., res. 1101 Barelas
Poor Appetite, Indigesdiameter. On one side Is a 'pair of
res. 600 west Gold avenue.
road.
on
In
fashion,
and
figures
classical
Liver
Dyspepsia,
tion,
employe American
Wedding Medals Are the Latest the other Is a wreath of laurel bear
Gonzales, Conrado A., rancher, res. Grlego. Juan,
Lumber Co., res. 1306 Barelas road.
018 north Second street.
Ills.
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or
Mar
Ing
Troubles
de
"Souvenir
words
the
Swell
In
York's
In
New
employe
Benham
Grlego. Ramon, employe American
Fads
'tonsales. E. L..
riage." and after that are the names
Lumber Co., res. Los Griegos.
dian Trading Co., res. (23 East
of the contracting parties with tho
Society Marriages.
Grlest, John G., water treating plant,
street.
date, and the words "Prosperlte
res. 1011 south Arno street.
Gonzales, Ellas, laborer, res. 923 east
and "Bonheur." The silver Is frost
Grlest, John H., stenographer master
Cromwell avenue.
me
workmanship
of
the
ed
and
the
Is
(23
light
res.
27.
New
mechanic's otnee, res. 1011 south
New York. April
Gonzales. Eluterlo, laborer,
exquisitely fine.
Arno street.
East street.
shed by an Influential member of the dallions
O
helper
Griffin,
Ephenlo.
Santa
J. B., laborer, res. 1021 north
Gonzales,
Academy of Design upon the rejecMen have asked why Mark Twain
Eighth street.
shops, res. 1120 Barelas road.
tion of 30 painters and 3 wulptors Is adored so widely by women. The
John,
employe
Gonzales, Fidelia O., employe Ameri Griffin,
American
nominated for associate membership answer Isn't hard to And. Every
Lumber Co., res. 1021 north Eighth
can Lumber Co.. res. 723 Last
This academician, who Is close to bodv who ha-- s seen the white haired
said
administration,
society's
street.
street.
the
in their society would supply
Gonzales, Frank, laborer, res. 1104 Grlfiln. Thomas, employe American
"It was the associates. Including author
answer Is that few Ameri
It.
Lumber Co., res. 1108 west Slate
manv of the younger men, who shut cans The
William street.
treat them with such marked
avenue.
Gonzales. Gertrude, employe Imperial
the door upon candidates for elec- deference as that Invariably shown
In
are
who
academlcans,
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tion. The
by the creator of Huckleberry Finn
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contrary,
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Society of American artists last year, fascinating them. But if he is con
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only the academlcans could vote on sclous of his popularity he conceals
Gonzales, James, student University, Grosenbacher, Wm. R., res. 201 north
new associate members. Now that the consciousness
Wo
admirably.
res. same.
Fourteenth street.
the associates share their power they men admire men most when men ap- Colorado Range War Has
Gonzales, Jesus Romero, employe Gross, Fred J., prop. Elite cafe, 120
men pear unaware of admiration.
are using It to keep out the preceThere
1427
res.
Co.,
west Silver avenue; res. same.
American Lumber
Reached Stage of
was a benefit a year or two ago In
whom they fear might take
Gross, Kelly & Co. (George Arnot,
south Third street.
dence of them. In being promoted to the Casino, at which Serah Bern
. . . PUBLISHED BY . . .
employe
American
mgr), wholesale grocers, east Rail
J.
F..
Gonzales.
the rank of full academician."
Murder.
hardt appeared. Mark Twain follow
Wanton
V
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Co.,
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south
Third
near
Lumber
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road
declared ed the great French actress, and he
The same academician
street.
Grossman, Max, tailor, E. B. Booth
complimenting her on her
that there was no real opposition by began toysaying:
res. La Veta rooming house, 113
Gonzales, J. G., res. 623 New York
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work of French,
to
the
the exhibition Juries
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27.
April
Colo..
Montrose.
avenue.
west Lead avenue.
any set of painters, and the criti- the beautiful language of French helplessly on the ground with hands Gonzales, J. J., laborer, res. 923 east Grubb,
James R., head waiter Stur
cisms by Robert Henri and others of rippling so rhythmically from such and feet hog-tle- a
ana pleasing
ges hotel, res. 217 south Broadway.
Cromwell avenue.
Mexico
Albuquerque,
the academy's attitude toward new lovely lips, I am so entranced that merrv.
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Cornett and
Gonzales, Louis, employe Mausard's Grugln, John, employe American
after a while I almost think I'm go son, "sheeprover
art were undeserved.
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mill, res. north of city.
Lumber Co., res. Mountain road
It." The laugh he Charley Weatherwax.
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and Arno street.
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down
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shot
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&
street;
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113
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ble
with his audience, which seven masked horsemen at 8 o clock
Instead of the first, by vote of the sympathy
western Brewery A Ice Co., res.
res. same.
consisted chiefly of women, and Thursday
Jury for the current academy show, every
killing
took
The
night.
823 west Hazeldine avenue.
Gonzales. Patrick, mgr. La Opinion
succeeding sally was greeted
"Mr. Henri
said this academician.
place at Whitewater, Colo., ntty-nv- e
Publlca, res. 311 west Iron avenue. Gruner. Charles (Gruner & Scheele),
seemed pleased with the Jury ver- with enthusiastic feminine applause miles west of here.
M.,
res. Metropolitan hotel.
res.
1100
Ba
Salvador
Gonzales.
dicts. It was he who had especallly
The 2.000 sheen that trie men were
Gruner & Scheele, general merchan
relas road.
Society has taken up roller skating
urged before the society and acade- The
driving were scattered, but. after the Gonzales, Sarlo, prop. Red Light sa
dise, corner Fourth street and
my were merged that no member's crept lure of the little wheels ha murderous band had left, Cornett,
loon, 223 west Copper avenue; res.
Mountain road.
into the innermost circles
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pictures should be exempt from the the Fifth
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20
only
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about
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Joseph s sanitarium; res. same.
fully recovered.
The many friends AdHI 30. 1907. for furnishing and de Graney, John, switchman Santa Fe
did not reject the title reverend.
Fronts (or Buildings.
Mr. Aked preached his first He- of the family congratulate them that Uverlng the necessary materials and
liy., res. 203 east Railroad ave Gutierrez, Miss Bruno, employe Alva
com
labor required to construct and
rman in the Fifth
rado laundry, res. 723 south Broad
avenue Baptist the accident was no worse.
nue.
Bopmtro on Mining and Mill Mmehlnory m poolaltr
way.
Plete a dormitory and a mess hall Granito, Rafael, machinist, res. 150S
Albuquerque, N. at.
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
E.,
both of brick, with plumbing, steam
Gutierrez,
L.
W.
driver
Trimbl
south Second street.
& Co., 113 north Second street; res.
heat and electric light; also a tank Oianucol. William, prop, Alamo, 301
same.
and tower and an extension of tha
south First street; res. same.
electric lighting system, all In strict Graves, F., employe American Lum Gutierrez, Elarlo, employe Santa Fe
accordance with plans, specification
yards, res. 1319 south Third street
ber Co., res. Hotel Navajo.
and instructions to bidders. which Gray. Mrs. Anna L., dressmaker, res Gutierrez, Faustlno,
employe Santa
may be examined at this office, th
Fe shops, res. 1430 south Secon
3 21 north Fifth street.
WE FILL
offices of the "Improvement Bulletin,'
street.
Gray, Vincent, miner, res. 215 south
Minneapolis, Minn.; American Con
Gutierrez, Felix, laborer, res. 723 East
street.
Fourth
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
street.
tractor." Chicago. 111.: "Citizen." Al Oreb. John M , carpenter, res. 20
buquerque, N. M.; "New Mexican
Gutierrez, Gabriel, employe American
north Walter street.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVESanta Fe, N. M.; "Journal," Kansas Green. Deever. helper Santa Fe shops,
Lumber Co., res. Los Candelaria
At
Consistent
NUE NEXT TO SANK OF
Mo.;
City.
St
Gutierrez, Isaac, employe American
res. 110 south Broadway
Louis, Mo.; Builders' and Traders' Green, Henry E., tailor F. Tomel &
Lumber Co., res. Los Candelaria.
COMMERCE.
Prices
Exchanges, St. Paul, Minn., Minneap
Gutierrez, Miss Isabel, domestic, 5
Bros., res. 115 west Iron avenue
oils, Minn., Omaha, Neb.; Northwest
west Copper avenue; res. 312 north
Green, Miss Rarhael, res. Harwood
ern Manufacturers' Asso., St. Paul
First street.
Industrial school.
Minn., V. S. Warehouses at Chicago, Green, Roy, res. 110 south Broad Gutierrez, Jose M., employe car de
111., St. Louis, Mr., Omaha, Nebr., and
partment, Santa Fe shops; res. 121
way
New York, N. Y., and at the school Green. Win. R.
(Goff & Green)
Finest Whiskies
Barelas road.
apply to
For further information
Gutierrez, Juan, employe America
207 west Copper ave
blacksmith.
Burton H. Custer, Supt., Albuquer
Lumber Co., res. Mountain road
nue; res. 909 north Eleventh
que. N. M., C. F. LARKABEE, Acting
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
Gutierrez, Juan, truckman A. T. &
street.
Commissioner.
F. Ry., res. 727 East street.
(widow)
Mrs.
Martha
Greenboam.
op'r.
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
o
Gutierrez, Miss Maria, res. 318 north
res. 102 w.-i- t Hazeldine avenue.
tlitKKA!
Broadway.
SAMfLX AMD
Greene. Mrs. M. E., res. 210 wes!
Yen. I IlH4e Found it at La.it.
Gutierrez. Mrs. Maria, res. 821 south I I 2
Tijeras avenue.
Avenue
West
CLUB
ROOMS
Railroad
Found what? Why that Chamber Greene,
Broadway.
Nat. employe Sturges' EuroIain's Salve cures eczema and all
415 north Fifth Gutierrez. Napoleon, laborer, res.
pean
res.
hotel,
Itching
manner of
of the skin.
East street.
street.
have been afflicted for many years Gieenen,
Charles, gang foreman, res Gutierrez, Santiago, driver L. B. Put
with skin disease. I had to get up
ney, res. rear 309 west Tijeras ave
910 East street.
three or four times every night and Greenlaw,
nue.
J. Wesley, conductor Santa
wash with cold water to allay the
Geiiulue American block, per
7o7
south Third street Gutierrez .Santiago, employe Albu
Fe Ity.. res
terrible Itching, but since using this
$4.60
ton
foundry, res. 1017 Willian
E
queniue
brakeman
San.
salve In December, 1905, the Itching Greetileaf. I'.v . res. 909 south Second
CenilUM Lump
f 6.50
street.
t.l Fe
has stopped and has not troubled tne
II
$8.50
Anthracite Not
Gutierrez, Torlbio, special deput
street.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootville
sheriff, Bernalillo county, res. 131
ftt.OO
Greenleaf, It H capitalist, res. cor
Anthracite DiUed
Pa. For sale by all druggists.
street.
ave
soutli Third
nrr Four tli street ami Granite
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
employe
S.,
Lum
American
nue.
Gutka.
19.50
tf.i.S I'OK HATCHING.
lies
ber Co.. res. 1102 north Seventh Mexico City ami return' (10.25, April Clean Ga Cuke
Greer. C M. section foreman, res
$6.00
Jblh to luy IHili. Limit July St.
street.
Egs 1. B0 ped setting. Rose comb,
1009 William street
WOOD.
J. t:. I'lltUY, Atfeui.
Brown Leghorns and Barred Kocks. Grelner. TUomas. brakeman Santa Fe Gutman, Louis, car clerk A. T. &
Green Mill Wood, per load . . . . $S 84
F. Ity.. west Mountain road.
Pure bloods. 240 laying hens. A dire si
It v.. res 616 west Coal avenue.
It., painter, res. 61
J. E. Pauley, Estancia, N. M.
Greiiit John J., trainman. Sunt.i Fe Guvnn.
Rent."
for
Card
"It'om
sians.
o
&
ity.: re. Highland rooming house.
IV.
south Edith fctreet.
"Board," etc.. for nale ut the office of
We do It right, ItOCUH DRY. Im
(Mrs. W
GrVitoiie Rooming House
.
Both
Puone.
iMitinntxl)
2H-Evening
perlai Laundry Co.
Th
((
Citizen.
west iSoli
H. Kre.l, propi,
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BITTERS

NEW YORK'S

Our Work

Our Prices

Name.

All Kinds

Occupation.

AFFAIRS

Commercial Printing

Residence.

Work

G
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SHEEP

HERDERS

SHOT IN COLD
BLOOD

CITIZEN

The Citizen Publishing Co.

ir

New

-

-

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
c

e,

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

Trmrr.

Consolidated Liquor Company

law-yea-

Wines. Liquors and Cigars

MM

rs

Fifty Years the Standard

B. RUPPE

"Globe-Democrat-

,"

5

The St. Elmo
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o) A V
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0

COAL

,

C

,

A Cream of Tartar Powder

Made From Grapes
NO ALUM

H. HAHN

CO.

rAoie

aLBUQUERQTTE

mm

THE ALBUQUERQUE

the oath of allegiance to the United States a very
quaint man, of inflexible and austere character. Thi
mother of the present secretary of war Is the descendant of a colonel who commanded a regiment In the
battle 'of Saratoga. She is still living and, at the ag-f eighty years, is a woman of amazing vigor and In- tel'eitual brightness.

CITIZEN

Published Dally and Weekly.

By The
W. 8.

;

Citizen Publishing Company

IsT.iUKLLIl,

Fresldt nt.

ML1.IM F.

IVUCHiVN,

Editor and Business Manas-

-.

When William Howard Taft was attending thd
Woodward high school in Cincinnati, he was the recog
LtT'S GET TOGETHER
nized leader of his class, a tall, powerful youth with
Now that h. republican party lias weathered the prodigious Industry and a masterful way of accomstorm of disruptit n that threatened It umler the
plishing things. His distinguished father, than a Judge
Hagerman regime, let us pet together. This In of the superior court of Cincinnati, seemed to read
the rJlly cry all over New Mexico today of the faithful future strength in his son.
republicans, and it is time that It be heralded nu all
" 'Mediocrity won't do for Willie,' he said one
side. The republican leaders are anxious to see a ces- day.
sation of democratic Inroads within the ranks of the
"Thai phrase became a family Joke with the Taft.-"republican party; they are pleased that the party or- for there were four sons to be considered.
Yet the
ganization passed through the recent storm unbroken, same Idea has been echoed many times since In the
on
and they are fostering the "get together" sentiment
enters of national power.
all sides. It is the sensible thing to do. The removal
"It cost Alphonso Taft a hard struggle to put his
of Hagerman. as officially stated at the white house, is five sons through Yale, but the veteran never faltered.
i
there of til? All he asked of his children was that they should live
What further use
a closed incident.
republican papers wasting much more valuable spare out the best that was In them.
upon the subject? The Hagerman regime In the pat
few days has received sufficient airing to show It up for
"In Yale young Taft rose to a commanding posi
what it was. No.v it is time to start out afresh.
In his class. His leadership was undisputed and
tion
The republican party under the leadership of The"-dorhis personal popularity remarkable.
Hoosevelt, exponent of the "square deal." has made
"'We often 'used to talk over Bill Taft In the
Itself the dominating party of the United States more class.' says Solicitor General Hoyt, 'and it was the
than ever before. It has Incidentally gone on record a. common idea that he would rise very high In the nathe greatest party for good government the people have-eve- tion. Somthow he seemed to have it In him. No one
Let the republicans of New Mexico now va jealous of his leadership.'
had.
unite to continue that party supre"tnacy in New Mexico
"Ho was tall and heavy and an Invincible wrestler,
Let
under the banner of unity atid good government.
but no brawler, and he had the same big boyish way
good
party
abyss
party
and
personalities sitik into the
of
of breaking out Into laughter at a critical moment and
loyalty; let local factions forget old quarrels and unite (tutting his arm soothingly around
one's shoulder.,
for the upholding of the great republican leader, Theo- half-hu- g
and half-slathat has since won over the
the
principles
Hoosevelt,
which
and
he
for
and the
dore
tierce chieftains of diverse races and disarmed angrand old party stand; let town and county leaders tagonism in many an American political breast.
gather their political forces Into united organization"
for the future good of the party and of the territory.
' When he returned
to Cincinnati from Yale Mr.
This is the sensible thing to do now. By this, The Taft attended a law school and afterward entered his
Citizen does not Intend to recede one step from th3 father's law office. He also reported law cases for
position It has taken. It has stood firm for Theodore the local newspapers, beginning at 6 a week.
Hoosevelt and his policies, which are those of the re"A weekly Journal printed an article viciously atpublican party, of which he Is the greatest reformer and tacking his white-haire- d
father.
The young man
leader the United States has ever known. The Citizen sought out the guilty editor, thrashed him vigorously
is now as it has always been, a republican paper, for the and rubbed his nose painfully on the pavement. Later
people and for the republican party In New Mexico.
the editor called on him and expressed his admiration
This paper has regretted as much as any republl for Mr. Taft's intelligence as a boxer.
can, the dissension and the strife caused by the
" 'You opened with a
when I was
acts of the late boy executive and has done all naturally expecting a
he explained.
In its power to aid the republican leaders In checking
"That was the last Issue of the offending journal.
an open breach in party ranks, which
forces tried to force. It has stood by the republican
"As a reporter Mr. Taft gained the confidence and
party and will continue to stand by It, because the re friendship of a lawyer who was elected prosecuting at
publican party Is right and because Theodore Roosevelt torney of the county and who chose him as chief a
Is right.
sistant. That brought him at once Into the rough- The recent unpleasant disclosures with regard to
experience of criminal law.
the executive oflice which gained such notoriety be"In the niddle of this exciting life President
cause of the president's removal of the seat of the Arthur appointed Mr. Taft collector of internal
trouble, are pat and gone. They were a black page In for the tlrst district of Ohio, which gathered revenu'
twelve
the party's history and a bright page In democratic cir million dollars In annual taxes on whisky and tobacco.
cles.
But since they are no more, let them be for The young man made an exhaustive study of the laws
gotten except as horrible examples.
Let the republi- relating to federal taxation and revenue methods, but
cans unite and prepare to stand In solid phalanx under the life was unsatisfying, and, after eighteen mopths'
the administration of Governor George Curry. Let the service, he resigned his office.
party be ready to receive him with unbroken and
"All these things are interesting as showing the
rank in order that he may find his work as life roots of a man who has astonished the country
chief executive of .this territory that much the easier by his many-side- d
deeds In the domain of government
and that much the toetler for the people of New Mex a man who not only knows how to do 'things
himself.
;
ico. We owe It to the partyj we owe It to the
but can get others to do things for him.
we Owe It to the territory; we owe it to ourselves,
It will be better for all concerned If the grand old parly
"Then came the attempt to disbar Thomas C.
again stands under the firm leadership of Governor Campbell, a disreputable lawjyer, whose professional
Curry, as It has stood In the pat, prior to the unfortun
misdeeds led to a riot, and the burning of the Clncin
ate appointment of Hagerman. To all republicans the natl court house. Mr. Taft represented the bar asso
astlon of the president In the late affair Is gospel. Then elation, and made a terrific fight to strike Campbell's
let the hatchet be burled. Let the republicans get to name from-th- e
roll of practicing lawyers. He was un
gether and let the old party unite in one rousing tiger: successful, but his speech In court made a deep ini
"Hurrah for Governor Curry and the republican presslon.
party In New Mexico;''
"When Joseph B. Foraker, who had been Camp'
bell's lawyer, was elected governor of Ohio he apHenry Watterson, about the only democrat left in pointed Mr. Taft a Judge of the superior court of Cinthe United States outside of New Mexico, after somo cinnati to fill an unexpired term, and the young re!
months in Europe, made a talk In New York the oth r former, then 29 years old, took his seat on the bench
night. His definition of a democrat is "a man who lives where his father sat twenty-tw- o
years before. At the
down south and who doesn't vote the republican ticket. ' end of the term. In 1888, he was elected to a full
According to the colonel there is no real democrat! . term of the judgshlp by a majority of more than 5.000.
party in the north, but there are two factions calling
"Although iM. Taft has held public office far
themselves democrats, each of which hates the other about "a quarter of a century, he has only been elected
more than it does the republicans. Even in the south, to office once."
where some electoral votes are still given to candidates
who call themselves democrats.
Mr. Watterson say
XX000XXXK00XXXXXXXKOOOOOOt
democracy is a label only, and depends for its existence
A "SQUARE DEAL"
on the race issue.
e

EVENING CITIZEIf.

noscoE,

left-hand- er

r,'

and-tumb- le

And now let us wander away from
tial skirmish in the east and take a look

FOR

EVERYBODY

that presidenat New Mexico.
The year past has been one of prosperity; the year now
with us Is going to be even more prosperous; conditions
were never better in all lines of industry and agriculture. Don't borrow trouble; stick to New Mexico and

hO00XXX)XXXXX0O0XXXX)0O0d

live happy ever afterwards.

and unbiased editorial from the strongest Independent
paper in the United States, the Kansas City Star, bears
directly upon the matter in question, although dealing
d
case of Idaho.
In
with the famous
its editorial the Star quotes the president in a characteristic statement, which most forcibly expresses his
stand on all matters of concern to the people.
is as follows:
"President Hoosevelt tttas again emphasized
that his square deal doctrine is not for any particular class, but for all classes that It means jus
what It says. In the famous Harrlman letter the president referred to Moyer and Haywood, labor leaders,
charged with the murder of
Sleunenberg
of Idaho, as being as undesirable citizens as Harrlman. Protests from capitalistic circles against this association of names, and from
organizations
labor
against the same thing, have followed, each side claiming that the president was unjust. The answer of th
president is to the point. He makes no apollgles to
Harrlman or his friends or to Moyer and Haywood and
their champions.
Naturally he protests that he dll
not base his estimation of Moyer and Haywood on the
murder charge lying against them, nor did he endeavor to inllucnce the court or Jury trying the case.
This explanation was scarcely necessary in view of the
fact that It was not intended that the Harrlman letter should be made public. He judged Moyer and
Haywood, along with Eugene Debs, whom he named
with them, on their records as disturbing and dangerous agitators, alike bad as citizens and bad as labor
leaders. The substance of the president's reply Is contained In this paragraph:
"When I say "Square Deal" 1 mean a square deal
to everyone. It Is equally a violation of the "Square
Deal" for a capitalist to protest against denunciation
of a capitalist who is guilty of wrong doing, and for
a labor leader to protest against the denunciation of
a labor leader who has been guilty of wrong doing.
I stand for equal Justice to both; and so far as In
my power lies I shall uphold Justice whether the man
accused of guilt has behind him the wealthiest corporation, the greatest aggregation of riches In th
country, or whether he has behind hlni the most influential labor organizations In the country.
"It takes moral and political courage thus to deal
with the great forces of labor and capital, but the
president has never lacked such courage. He has implicit confidence in the intelligence and fairness of
the people as a whole.
He lilts out straight when he
assail wrong, and he stands pat when he knows he is
light. In tli instance he is considerate of the good
effects and Iptnulses of organized labor, but he is unsparing In his denunciation of its effort to Influent.
the
case, especially in view of tlu
unreasonable protect made to him on the same point,
to which he makes an unanswerable reply. The president lias no shelter for wrongdoers of any class, and
he Nu t afraid to turn away those who ask It, be they
iepi esentatives of capital or of labor."

According to the San Juan County Index, the
Goulding brothers, of that county, have Just finished
planting 7.000 pench trees and 1,000 cherry trees on
the north side of their
ranch.
That paper
thinks this is the largest orchard in San Juan county
and is perhaps the largest peach and cherry orchard in
New Mexico or Colorado.
400-ac-

re

What New Mexico now needs is a good, strong
pull a pull all together for the
of the territory. There has been too much knocking already for
personal and political reasons.
Let us get together and boost the Sunshine terriWe want people, we want capital, we want enterprises of every kind.
We do not want knockers,
whether American or foreign.

tory.

New Mexico is substantially and reliably republican.
We want tariff protection for our cattle, our
sheep, our wool and our hides. Democrat free trade
does not go in this territory.

The

Globe-Democr-

parties

thinks

there should be two

In the United States, which the
thinks is not the case at the present time.

Globe-Democr-

Mr. Voter, remember

that Albuquerque needs that
city hall, and you are the one, the very ONE, to see
that she gets It.

tC0000000X0000XXX00000
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TAFT'S EARLY LIFE 8

SECRETARY OF WAR

ooockxxoooxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoooo
In view of the prominence Just now of Mr. Taft
us the reported choice of President Huosi-vel- t
for
president, the following t ketch of the prominent
American by James Creelman in Pearson's Magazire
for May is of considerable interest.
It shows clear! v
the foundation upon which Mr. Taft built his
in public life:
He lias always been a
"Mr. Taft is a growth.
leader. His progress from stage to stage of character
and service has surprised no one.
"He was born In Cincinnati fifty years ago trie
year of the Dred-Sco- tt
decision, the Indian Mutiny and
first Atlantic cuble of almost pure English stock in
both lines of descent. His futher, Alphonso Taft, afterward recretary of war and attorney general In
jr il'-- i (..loo t and American minister to llu-l- a ami
- a man of learning, a graduate of Yale
Austr'a.
r of great force.
The elder Taft was to)
anil u
old to str.t i.'i the civil war, but lie ued to preach
y
doctrines with fiery zeal and Would stop
his ne'thboie in the street and summarily administer
xt

latn-t-aree- r

'ay

aiiti-klmer-

In view of the present agitation over the removal
of the late Governor Hagerman by the president and
the calling into question of hia "Square Deal" policy
by the Albuquerque morning paper, the following Jusi

Moyer-Haywoo-

tin-fac- t

Moyer-Haywoo-

d

27.

lfH)7.

AHA, A FRESH

TRAIL.'

Stickley Bros. Mfg. Co.
In one of the two cars received this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of weathered oak, and In the Mission style It Is the perfect
finish.

(To be continued.)

The Cub's Corner

:

lllltlttf iif nil

Keop tho Powder Dry.
The president s plea for arbitration
navy is wonderfully like
strong
a
and
Cromwell's "Trust in God, and keep
your powder dry."

OF CONTENTMENT
of a Morris or
other "easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
(sleep made a Joy(, dining room
furniture (every meal a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home), if anything'- - needed to complete your pleasure
s
our pricing. Glad to outline It on
request.
Is the purchaser

L

STRONG BLOCK
exxxxooexxxxxxxxxxx

O

Mr. Morgan'. Hok.
J. Pierpont Morgan is Jo years old,
and hopes to some day accumulate
enough money to enable him to retire and spend his old age in rest.

0

Host

ride

We Can.

to the

hounds."

Cash or Installment

F. H. STRONG

O

Terrible.
"He complains about the way he
was treated after being arrested."
"Was he put In the sweat box?"
"No, he was put In a bath tub.' ,

A.
"The rich
mused the
"Well?"
"The rest
dogs on the

We also received 30 rolls of linoleum, and can furnlrth any
amount on short notice. We will welcome a call to Inspect UHel
largest line cf household goods in the west.

Till: PICTURE

iiiririutninti

REFRIGERATORS

I

of us have to go to the
hoof."

0

Making Home Happy.
"You have no sense of humor."
"You can't take a
he complained.
Joke."
I got you," &he
one
when
took
"I
bitterly replied.

AUTOMATIC

a

1

rrr's.prc-ss- l

bli".

"He would Joke at the grave's
brink."
"What causes you to believe that?"
"Why, he Is a boarder, and he Jokes
about prunes."

Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

0

What Could He Say?
"And will you let my daughter
have her own way, the same as I do
when you are married?"
"No; out she will come as near
having it as your wife does."
Sure Khrn.
be getting ready to run

A

"Jones must

for office."
"Why?"
"He admits that
common people."

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

he's one of the

0

presl-"dent-

'

U'KIL

the noo?TEn.

p,

right-hande-

KATIKH1Y.

What He'll say.
"I expect to meet my first love
"And what in the world will you
say to her?"
"I'll say, 'Deur. it was Just simply
Impossible for me to get home
"
earlier."

I

.

.

"

COMMUNICATIONS

WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

0

IniMisslble.
"You'll never guess what that woman had In her pocketbook."
"Some dress samples, some trading
stamps, a button hook, a powder rag.
"
a
"Nope, you're way off."
"What did she have In it?"
"Nothing but money."

Editor Citizen.
ttO Wist Gold Avenue
San Antonio. X. M.. April 24.
the man who wrote from
Magdalena In the Journal yesterday,
is a dved in the wool Bourbon demo
crat, who is sore at everything that
He
pretends to favor republicans.
was postmaster for several years and
is sore because the republicans put
..
0
him out. He worked tooth and toenail for Larrazolo and the whole
Trap.
a
lust
ticket nt Maedalena. and the
"Life Is short," remarked the thin result was
about 210 for the republiman.
to about 90 for the democrats.
"lit is so," assented the fat Indivi- cans
The same percentage of democrats'
dual.
would probably favor Hagerman, as
"That being admitted, how about Hagerman
is the nearest thing to a
a little life insurance? I have here,
democrat these people have had l.i
&c, &c, &c."
the executive chair since the days of!
0
Cleveland.
a srnsciUBKit.
Tlie Mistakes of Oilier.
by
to
prohl
the
"We should learn
Allot tier l ake.
mistakes that others make." said the
Regarding the following clipping,
philosopher.
"I do that right along." replied the which appeared a few days ago in the
paper, the correspondent of
morning
got
humorist,
"Bagley
into the
wrong house when he came home The Evening Citizen at San Antonio
from the banquet the other night, and says:
1 wrote a story abovit
it which
have
'The article is a manufactured
There Is no
just sold to one of the iconic paper fake, pure and simple.
Spanish merchant sheep
$9."
republican
for
a- raiser in or near San Antonio, and 1
am personally acquainted with every
Happy Time-- .
The only per- one in tills vicinity.
In days of old
might come under such a
son
who
boi-When dudes were
heading, If he were not a democrat,
And sheetiron trousers wore.
says he knows nothing of the letter
They lived in peace.
referred to and has not been in San
For then a crease
Antonio for a month."
Would last tenyears or more.
The fake letter is as follows:
Washington Herald.
"The following has been received
one of the most prominent
from
In those old days
Spanish merchants and sheep raisers
They had a craze
San Antonio. Socorro county:
For steel shirts, and they wore them; of
" 'Editor Morning Journal:
And there was ..ss
1 was extremely sorry to see the
Knoughl In this
news of the removal of our beloved
For the laundry never tore them.
governor In your paper; but as your
St. Louis
slate the new appontee, Mr. Curry, Is
an honest and fearless man, and let
I'M; l HKS I I' TO 3.000
for the best. Suffice it to say
NOW ON
PARTY us hope
that your honest and courageous policy Is generally commended and upby every decent person In this
The following press report. 6 held
part of the territory. So I see no
which evidently enilnated from
reason to feel discouraged for the
the oflice of the Albuquerque
This regood government.
Morning paper. Is causing con- - a cause of
moval comes as a great shock to every
siderable merriment among the
and I personally consider
800 people or so, who attended a good citizen
perpetrated on the peon
party the other a Itplean outrage
the
of the territory.
night. The report was publish- 'Yours for the sake of republican
a
ed In a Denver paper:
principles.' "
Albuquerque, N. M., April 24.
Three thousand people packed
WORTH TWINS.
TH V. HOI.1.1
Phone 98
crowded
Klks' hall tonight.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
around the doors anil surround- arrangement,
the
special
Ry
ed the building, uniting in a pro- - a ranklin
Dramatic company, feaof 6 turing the little
test against the resignation
Holllngsworth Twins,
,
of a ...m ..ta
a Coventor II. J.
titi,nv nlffht onlv at the
a New Mexico. Resolutions were a
ii
Tills is special engagement
a adopted vigorously condemning a Casino.
...
oniy.
nignt
one
of
ine ym
a W. II. Andrews, delegate in a a beautiful story
in lour acis, niuin-IIcongress,
Ivlewela
H.
a
and W.
I...... ihi Tramn" The company
a lyn, I'nited States attorney for 4
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
next week in their own
a Xew Mexico, who the people be- - a will play all tenteil
joe
PER TON
handsome
a lleve to be responsible lor tne a pheum, located at ineater,
Second
of
corner
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
a request for Hagernnin's resigna- - a street and Lead avenue, with a change
W.60
TON
PER
a
a tion.
bill each night. Prices remaining
a
The resolution states that It a of
10c, adults 25c.
a is the belief of the people that a the same.. Children
o
a the president has been deceived a
tOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
a as to tiovernor liagermun'g acts a
a and as to the state of public a
a sentiment In the territory, and a WANTED Young man with experia request that he do not accept a
ence at soda, fountain and willing
a ihe resignation. It is charged in a
to do anything required of him in
ArTCR MAY IS
a the resolutions that "mislead- - a
a drug store; none other need apa log and vicious nilsieprem ntn- - a
ply. Will pay $60 per month 10
a lions'' have been made to the a
start. Vann Drug Co.
a president ami the
is ex- - a F' Wt SALE
Five lots' byt he railroad
a pressed that when
Tilt: (1IIIDRKV OP TODAY ARE
the true a
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
track and two on south Broadway
TIIK MKN AND WOMKN OP
a conditions are brought to his at- Sedlllo.
by the hospital.
Rafael
Dr.
Pll
Indian
William'
a tentton he will continue tl.iger- - a
TOMORROW.
"31 South Broadway.
Nointiueut will cure llllnd
l
I
fVl
a man in oftlce. The meeting tip- - a
sua Rcaiug
1
Injure
Do
rwiileauiK
not
their physical and
- a
a pointed a committee of :,0
B I laP'.lcs. ltubsnrl'SlbetuuiurA
rni:i:. Lummental well being with indigestible
iri:i'.
a publicans to wait on Hagerman a
by
American
conceit,
Band
bread.
Remember,
they grow bei-- t
a
ii.
a In Santa Pe and ask lilm to come a
insiuui rt
j rvnuliire.
when fed best. (Select a quality of
lit f. Dr. W illl.inis'Ju'liuril'ileOiin,
a to Albuquerque to meet the peo- - a ber Company band, Traction Park,
1
a
Sunday
for
is
Pile
Itch
slid
nimit
nreiMtrt
afternoon.
bread that you know Is made right in
a pie and receive expressions of a
ing of the private purls. Kve.y boi i
every way.
I'nder sanitary condia their approval of his admtnls- - a
nv urursisis, ey uiun on
vurraniea.
siovei
tions,
of good flour, properly mixed
a tration. Messages were read at a
of price. Ml cent ana tl.oo. MfiLLI AhlS
I tan fit any stove niaJe, gasolena
so
l Uvelau,!. nloo
as
baked,
and
to be wholesome and
.
i'roi"-4 the meeting from Some meetings a stoves
MsiuFCTURINB
ft
D. Stokes
and
a specialty.
nutritious. Railings' bread on trial
a in
Vfg.is. Di inlng and many a company,
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft SON.
411 West Railroad avenue.
will b found to fulfill every requirea other places In New- Mexico.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE ment.
TONIGHTI TONIGKT! TONIGHT!
PIONEER BAKERY
AT WALTON'S DRUG
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE CANDIES,
I'KI'.'S t.ooii. COLD ltOOT UEE
STORE.
ELEPHANT.
207 SoutU Firs! Strtxt.
AT WALTON'S Ultl'ti STORE.

We

are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson

Music Co., 124 South Second.
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Program Covers Seven Days. Department Enforces the Law. Mrs, Cooper Preslded-Excel- lent Program Was
Oratorical Contest. Athletics. Well Known Property OwnCalled
Before
Court.
ers
Rendered.
Sprots. Summer Vacation.
house,!
Four well known local men were
"The RiT.iigned In police court this mornupon complaint of City Health
ing
Merry Wive
unday. Opera house. 3 Officer Frank (jueer that they were
May 5,
address, Rev. violating the city scavenger ordip. m., Baccalaureate
nance, and one man was arraigned
Huph Cooper.
May 7, Tuesday, opera house. 8:30 for violating the city building ordinance.
p. m.. Crntorlral contest.
University
H. Yanow, the pawnbroker, has a
Wednesday.
ft.
May
Campus. 10 a. m. Preparatory De- box In the rear of his store where
he dumps paper, ashes, sawdust anil
partment commencement.
other debris. The box could not hold
May 9, Thursday, University camday.
m.,
;'lass
all the stuff plied Into It, and as a repus. 10 a.
sult paper was strewn all along tho
May 9. Thursday. University PinAfter promising not to do It
ing hall, 7 p. m.. Alumni Banquet, thy alley.
again. Judge Craig dismissed the raw
special Invitation.)
8:30
opera
house.
against the defendant with a repriMay 10. Friday,
Address by mand.
p. m.. commencement.
Charles Penwell, colored, arraigned
Mr. Herbert J. Hnperman.
Friday for violating the scavenger or
condinance by dumping manure outside
The annual Varsity oratorical
In. . the opera. . house
city limits, just because the owner
test will lie held
.
.i
me
May
asked him to, was dismissed with a
i.
Tuesday evening.
are the speakers and their reprimand ,as was 1.,. C. Wurdwell,
'Abraham who was before the court on a simisubjects: William Wroth, 'Indlvldul-ism;" lar charge.
Lincoln;" Frank t Light.
subject
to be seO. X. Marron, the local attorney,
Allan Kellar.
lected; Roy Baldwin. "The Antruish was also arraigned, charged with al
of the Nation;" Frank Peavy. "Pub- lowing a bad xewer to remain in the
For this contest, a house which he owns at 510 W'eit
lic Opinion."
prlie of 120 and a second of $10 have Lead avenue.
Mr. Marron promised
been established by the professional to have the nuisance remedied, and
men of the city. The winner will also the case was dismissed with a repri
represent the University in the
mand to the defendant.
oratorical contest next DeM. Iterger. cltled to appear, charg- Fe.
Santa
be
at
held
j ed
cember to
with violating the city building
was fined $10 for making
ordinance,
0
on his build
The library has obtained from Ox- certain Improvement
ford University a supply of material ing, between First and Second streets,
English
relating to conditions at the
on Copper avenue, without first pro
institution. Among other things is a curing a permit from the building In
handbook issued for the benefit of spector, A. M. Whitcomb, who ap
prospective students. Persons inter- peared against him. Mr. Berger took
ested may obtain the books for ref- an appeal.
erence at any time. The faculty of
City Health Officer Queer said that
the University has the power of ap- he was going to notify all owners of
from boxes and cans now located In alleys
pointing the Rhodes scholar
New Mexico and a committee has the and streets to have them removed, or
matter more directly In charge. The
to appear in court and show cause
chairman. Prof. R. F. Asplund. will why they should not be removed.
be glad to furnish any Information
desired.
Tuesday,

opera

the annual play
of Winder.'

.

Inter-neholas-

0- -

REMAINS OE FRANCISCO

team failed to ma-

After the track
terialize, it was hoped that a series
of base Kail games might he ar- ranged with other schools of the territory. Business Manager Allen has
Bent repeated requests for games but
has thus far been unable to secure a
satisfactory response. The University
has a strong team of experienced
players. The long distances between
places and the expenses of trips make
it almost Impossible to play more
than two or three games during the
season.

ARMIJO

t
'

Funeral Largest
'

ing department, has been offered an
opportunity to teach advanced electrical engineering courses at the summer school of the University of Wisconsin. He is as yet undecided about
rethe matter as it is his desire to vamain in the territory during the
cation.
Prof. Espinosa is the author of an
Interesting article on Xew Mexican
of the "Re-visSpuulah In. tha last ls.su
llustrnda." a paper published
This article is in line
in El Paso.
with Prof. Esplnosa's address made
before the Historical society at Santa Fe last December.
Prof. Crum will spend the summer
In California, leaving immediately after commencement. His family will
leave for the coast today.

FOR

Friends

i

COAST

Three troops of the Xinth United
Slates Cavalry, negro soldiers, are
due to pass through Albuquerque tonight or tomorrow night en route to
San Francisco, from which place they
Will take a transport for the Philippines. The troops are E. V. and H.
under the command of Captain H. A.
Sievert.
With the transferring of the Ninth
cavalry to the Orient, and the Twenty-fifth
Infantry to the same division,
the only colored organization remaining in the United States will he the
Tenth cavalry, now stationed at Fort
Sheridan. III., and Des Moines, Iowa.
The direct cause of the order transferring the negroes to the Philip- pines was the Brownsville. Texas.
riots, which resulted In the dismissal
of one battalion of the fatal Twenty-fifth
"without honor" by the president.
Lieutenant A. J. Davis, a brother-in-laof Judge Ellsworth ingalls, of
this city, who was here several days
ugo. with his bride, who was Miss
Muriel Ingalls. Is with the Ninth-which has been stationed at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, for nearly a
year.

-

The funeral of the late Judge Fran
elsco Armijo y Otero, which was held
from the home and the church of
San Felipe de Xerl this morning, was
undoubtedly the most largely attended funeral ever held in old town.
More than 350 persons were in at
tendance.
The body laid in state at the Armijo home until 8:45 o'clock, when it
was conveyed to the church, where
the services began at 9 o'clock and
were concluded at 10:15. The serv
by the Rev
ices were conducted
Father C. Capilupi, superior of the
Jesuit community of Albuquerque.
In the cortege which followed the
body to the grave were forty-fou- r
car
riages and vehicles.
The body wa
laid to rest in the Armijo family lot
at Santa Barbara cemetery, beside the
body of Mrs. Armijo, who preceded
her husband a year ago.
Many beautiful floral offerings were
received at the house from friends In
Albuquerque and different parts of
the territory.
pull
The active and honoraray
bearers were made up of the old col
leagues of the deceased, as follows
Perfecto Armijo. T. X. Wllkerson, T,
S. Hubbell. E. V. Chaves, Alejandro
Sandoval, Manuel R. Springer. Priscl- liano Ortiz. H. B.
Fran
Cisco Abeyta, E. S. tSover, Meliton
Chaves and Andreas Romero.

SOLDIERS
BOUND

Ever Seen

In Old Albuquerque-

ODD FELLOWS
BRATE

The Albuquerque Missionary inion
held a very successful and enjoyable
meeting yesterday afternoon In the
Iead Avenue Methodist church. Mrs.
Cooper, of the Presbyterian church.
presided. Six churches were represented on the program. The social
hour, which followed, was characterized by Its good fellowship. The following excellent program was given:
Voluntary
Miss Pratt
Song.

Responsive Reading John
Prayer Mrs. Van Cleve.

i

chap.

15

f

Only

liunii

'

4

St.

p. m.

CASINO

Church

l.utlM-ra-

Hollingsworth Twins

CELE

ANNIVERSARY

j

The eighty-eight- h
anniversary of
the founding of the American branch
of Odd Fellows was celebrated last
night in every state and territory of
the I niled Slates, Canada and Mex
ico. and especially by the Albuquer
que encampment,
which Includes
Harmony lodge No. 1 and Triple Link
lodge, order of Kebekahs.
The lodge room was crowded and
the excellent program was well re
celved by all, applause being given
talk or musical number ren
TDK
MRIIO NATIONAL CO. each
dered.
After serving refreshments
lill'K ASSl ILAXt K MM'IKTV.
"An old line" Insurance company, a whittling solo was down on the
program.
.
Before that event was
with ample capital, solid, conserva-tlv-eprogressive. Writes liberal con- pulled off an Angora goat was led Into
room
and
the
when the whistling be
tracts of insurance and investment. gan
the goat began to
Prewitt & Prewltt, Managers, Comand nothing could induct him to let
mercial Club building.
up until the solo was concluded.
Dancing lessons Friday evenings at
VI c In tot. h hall In the Woman's club
FREE, FREE. FREE.
building. Gold avenue, between Fifth
Band concert, by American Lum
and Sixth streets. Commencing April ber Company band, Traction Purk
26th.
Sunday afternoon.
o
Bring us your Job wortc. Prices
To Chicken renters.
the very lowest and the work will'
Mausard's Mills are selling good
etand Inspection anywhere. Business
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
and calling cards a specialty.
w

a,

-a

.

,

COMPANY

"Jerry

All Next Week at

4

V itriglutm
Soulli scttuul Street

3
.

J

... Staab Building

o
Change of Play Nightly
I

TCV'

N".

Adults 25c

Oc

Hatters

Corner
3rd St.& Gold Ave.

H. ANDRUS

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler
repair.
West Gold Ave.

Bring me your watcher, clocks and Jewelty for

Watch Inspector A. T.

&

S. F. R. R.

1

10

(0000000000OfK300O

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

W
book.

HEN you pay all bills by check, your buslnen r recorft4
accurately.
Each Hem Bhowe for Itself. There la a cor
rect record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

positive
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou ha
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

oooooooooaooooi
us F. Tomei & Brothers

w. n. n.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailor.

n

C.

208

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

West Gold

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

GROCERY

C

-

Prompt

Delivery
the second

eration

our
ry trado Quality
the first, always

49.

44;

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

.
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The telephone makes the
.dotlea lighter, the cares less

and the worries fewer.

YOU NEKD A TELEPHOVE

compel ihe others to take what Is

thu market. We believe In giving,
everybody & nquare deal. Also In selling the very heat meat we can get bold
( f at the lowest prices possible.
Try
u
with an order.
in

not

miiki;

be responsible

bills except those contracted

Trotter
warning.

01

myself.

for any
by Mrs.

Pubiic

take

FRANK TP.OTTER.

Wanted
Adrc,

box

I'bea

Third Annual Play University

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both stretiirth and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

of New Mexico

THE

.

eastern-mad- e

PLANING MILl7
SUPERIOR
SEE OUK NEW JtKICK UUILDLNO

0000OwOOCO00Ow

MERRY WIVES

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

OEALKR IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

OF

fkfi:.

WINDSOR

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Cover

PAINT

S

more, looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime. Cement
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALItVQrEKQrE, NEW MEX.

o
(

ttt

Well

'luen

t'oHtumliig
Statse-

l.ftVtie

Sell inns Appropriate

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Highland Livery
Saddle horttes a specialty.
Proprietor
drivers In the city.
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

large trai t. Title AilminMon
50 anil lie
must be perfect.
hCutH on wale at MatMiii'n
'
A
Mima, Wss. I. S.
M,
('hour
alter a. iu. hiitiirdnj, MrH 27.
In

W. TIJeras Ave.

FLY SCREENS

."

Waste Land

MATTEUCCI BROS.
623-02- 4

1907

-

will

Grocery Co.

Tuesday, April 30, rooocoxcx)tt

Tlie court of uppeals of Missouri, In
Western Union Telegraph AVF.MK.
Southwestern Rf ;xrter, 84,
Are you looking for something? Be- distinguishes between tho liability of
iter
i lie n.ini
' vmu iiinn
a telegraph company fur the trans- luriiiiiri
Evening liuzeii are for your especial
mission of a forged or frudulent tele- benefit.
It taiks to the people and
gram tiled by a stranger and the. liability for the transmission of such a they talk to yci.
telegram forged by lis own agent.
llll.l). 1 ii i:.
The court distinguishes the proposiHand coiice it. by American Luin-bantion by saying that in the first the obTraction I'ark,
ligation upon tin.- company is that lla ber Company
agent would be careful and prudent, Sunday uftern
in the second there is an absolute as-

I

left.

First Come is First Served

Elks' Opera House

II WE VOI R PHOTO TAKEN
NOW. STAMP PICTl'ltES 25 OF. NTS
PLK DO.KN AND I P. KODAK FINISHING A SPI: IAI.TV. PHOTO PILLOW OVFKS ON JAPANFSIO SILK.
Ol It WORK IS OI'K il'AKANTi;i:.
CiOl.ll
STARK STIDIO, 216 WI-- ST

1

8L

IX YOUR HOMK

The Champion

QUARTERMASTER. Denver. Colo., April 20, 1907.
, Metal Market.
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
Xew York, April 27. Lead
and received here and at office of the
copper nuiet; unchanged.
Quartermaster until 11 a. m., April
30, 1907. for furnishing fuel coal, reSt.
Wool Market.
Die fiscal year ending
St. Louis, April 27. Wool steady; quired 30,during
1908, at Fort Wlngate. Xew
June
unchanged.
furnished on
Mexico.
Information
application here or at office of post
Kpelur Market.
to be markEnvelopes
quartermaster.
St. Louis, April 27. Spelter dull,
ed "Proposals fur Fuel at Fort
J'l.SO.
C. A. II. McCAL'LEY.
Chief

surance that the ag'-nacting within
tin- - apparent scope of his authority
menage.
forged
not
the
has

uuuuiiif

The Best Cuts of Meat

Beth-hacerem-

OFFIFE CHIEF

I

Qonnritif

cun be had here any time. Wi dost
reperve them for a favored few and

Hymn.
Benediction.
on Organ Postlude.

OF

.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

g.

Money Market.
Xew York, April 2. Money
call nominal: prime mercantile papers 5 't 'it 6 per cent; silver 65T4c

Proprieto

telephone
The
yonr health, prolongs yonr trfe
and protects yonr home.

jM--

8.75.

Place Your

Order Early,

A Hen

F".

t

See ('.

Call and see our Mock

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Tented Theatre

vs
l'her
Co.. 9s

V

the

MARKETS

TELEGRAPH CO.

Frpp
FrPP Phonographs
lltt

nil.

ALBERT FABER'Q

The Albuquerque

LIABILITY

r

PUc

PORCH SHADES

The Tramo"

Quartermaster.

if $

Most ComforUbl
in tha Houis."

IN

Kev.

Win-tfite-

fe31

y

"Tha

Ernest Moser, pastor.
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.
Morning worship with (ierman sermon at 11 o'clock.
English service and sermon at S
The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers, p. m.
You are most cordially invited.
ever their own private wires from
New Tork. Room 37, Barnett build- The church Is located corner of Sixth
street
and Silver avenue.
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Congregational Cliuivli CorI'irst
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
Now York stocks.
ner of Broadway and Coal avenue.
125 4 Regular
American Sugar
any Style Panamas a Spemorning service at 11
Amalgamated Copper
93
o'clock. Rev, J. H. Heald.
pastor.
cialty
Clothing
37
steam
American Car Foundry
Subiect of discourse "The Ptllur u,i,l
62 H Urouud of Faith."
Anaconda
Cleaned
ExPressiHl.
and
Atchison com
954 Anthem by Choir "This is the D.iv
press Orders Attended
98
Baltimore and Ohio
to
the Lord Hath Made.
59
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Evening service as usual M'
8
Promptly.
176
Canadian Pacllic
o'clock.
36
Colorado Fuel
V,(.,K .,11
Snertfll flonir aarvlen In
Chicago Ureal Western
II1 are invited to participate. Subject,
24 4
Erie com
jie Smote Thrice and
75
Missouri Pacific
Stayed."
New York Central
118 4
O
76
Norfolk
First Baptist Church Corner of 30K3040K)K)4K4KO0404XD4(
37
Ontario and Western
Broadway and Lead avenue.
Pennsylvania
126
Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
Reading com
Rev. H. B. Hammond will preach at
Ill
21
Rock Island com
both morning and evening services.
85
Southern Pacific
Sunday school at 9:50 a. m.
134 '4
St. Paul
B. Y. P. V., 7 p. m. Strangers wel21
Southern Railway
come.
Tenn Coal
1464
Morning Service.
144
Union Pacific
Organ Prelude "Adoratio et Vox
U. S. S
37
Angelica"
Th. Dubois
Dividends in the other fellow's
16
Oreene Cananea
"Holy Temple"
Choir
Calumet and Arizona
168' Invocation and Olorla
pocket on the rent you are
54
Old Dominion
Scripture
paying.
8614 Prayer
North Butte
27
Butte Coal
Choir Response
A small cash payment and
May cotton
J9.85 Offertory "Meditation"
Baldwin
$20.00 a month will buy a
Total sales stocks 15a,i00,
Anthem "Oh! For a Closer Walk
house, with bath.
With Uod"
Myles B. Foster
Summary of Conditions.
Xew York. April 27. David Wil Organ Mrs. McDonald. Soloist.
Postlude March from Symcox,
of D. & H., com
phony Xo. 1
J. Raft
REALTY CO.,
mitted suicide at sea.
Seaboard officials report unprece
Preshyti-rlaFirst
Church
Corner
J. E. ELDER, Armijo Building.
dented volume of business.
Fifth street and Silver avenue; Hugh
Brooklyn Rapid Transit will fight A.
Cooper,
pastor.
Coney Island fare bill.
.Services
morning and evening.
Ex.chn.ngs holiday
r Lnoxn, tsloK-.viorning suDject, "Other People."
on Wednesday.
Solo
Angelic
"The
Choir
.Slultz
Banks lost on weeks currency
Mrs. H. J. Collins.
movement II. 295, 00.
At 8 p. m. the regular monthly
Pennsylvania will complete work
of song will be given, with the
Galvanised Iron Cornice. Tin Roofunder way and necessary, but will service
program:
following
lug. Sheep-di- p
Tanks, (jalvanlxed
slow down on other improvements.
Organ
Ulnrla
12th
from
Water
Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.
Mass....
Pittsburg reports mills and factor
Mozart
ies In that district have never been
Hymn and Responsive Reading. . .
1- -2
so busy.
Anthem "Jubilate Deo," in E flat
Corbln
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, April 27. Cattle re- Solo "Why Art Thou Cast Down?"
ceipts 100. Market unchanged. SouthWooler
Mrs. Marie C. Smith.
ern steers $4.1 5 ti 5.60; southern cows
J 3. 2 5 tr 4. 40 ; Blockers
and
feeders Prayer and Choir Response
I X L
Offertory
3. 755.20;
"Serenade"
Schubert
bulls $3,0014.25; calves
Mr. Gould
$3.50 5.75; western fed steers $4.40 Solo "Be Thou NlKh"
AND- ifi.75; western fed cows $ 3. 2 r f) Anthem "The Lord is My Shepherd"
4.75.
Thompson
Meat Market
Sheep receipts none, market nom- Hymn
inally steady.
Muttons $5.2516.50; Organ Postlude
901 South Edith
Orange
l.imlM $7.00Cci 8.65;
wethers
I irst Methodist Church
$5.5lKi 7.40; fed ew es $5.00 ft 6.50.
The Rev.
Phone 40
J. C. Rollins. D. D., pastor.
Chicago Livestock.
Hours of service, 11a. m. and S p.
Chicago, April 27. Cattle receipts m. The Sunday school meets at 9:45.
600. Market steady. Beeves $4.25 W Strangers are cordially welcomed. Tho
6.55; cows $1.80(fi 4.90; heifers $2.75 Kpworth League meets at 7 o'clock.
H5.40; calves $3.50 ti 5.50 ; good to The following Is the order of service
poor to for the day:
prime steers $5.35)6.55;
medium $4.30'ii 5.50; stockers and
.Morning Worship.
feeders $2.90(il 5.10.
Organ Prelude.
Sheep receipts 3500, market steady. Hymn "Come Thou Fount of Every
is
considWestern $4.5" ti 6.90 ; yearlings $7.00
Blessing."
li 7.7 5: lambs
$6.50 it 8.70 ; western Apostles' Creed All uniting.
grocein
$.50',i S.T.i.
Gloria Patrl.
is
Responsive
Reading
Seventeenth
Oinaliit Livestock.
Sunday.
Omaha, April 27. Cattle receipts. Anthem "Ye Shall Dwell in the
200.
Market unchanged.
Western
Land"
Siainer
You miss iiuiny good things
sleers f.i.uO'ii 5.25: Texas steers $3.00 Morning
you don't save tut much as
'i 4.4(1; cows and heifers $2.50 3 4.50: Prayer. Lesson.
you
might. If you fall to send
(anners $2.253.50; stockers and Response by the Choir.
us jour grocery order.
feeders $3.00'i5.1o;
calves $3.00ff ( iffertory.
Just
.'..Oil; bulls $3.00 'ii 4.50.
for
example
of our Fathers."
Sheep receipts 500. Market strong. Hymn "Faith
Cn-J- i
8scialN for Saturday,
Yearlings $6.50 n 7.75 ; wethers $6.40 Sermon by the Pastor "Abiding
April 27th.
Wealth."
4i 7.00; ewes $5.50 'i 6.50; lambs $6.50
1
ii Mm., Navy Ileaiw
Hymn "O. Could
Speak the
25c
'a 7.50.
7
IIih.,
Matchless Worth."
Mexican Means
25o
4
His.,
Organ
Lima
Postlude.
Jteans
25c
Produce .Market.
4 lbs., Jap lllce
Kvening Serv lev.
Chicago, April 27. Closing quota25c
25c linking Powder,
Organ Prelude.
er
tions:
can
Praise Service.
20c
Wheat May 80'4; July 83H4t'4.
r
25c SMla Crackers,
Responsive Reading.
Corn May 50; July
ike
May
20o
July
Anthem.
"The
Radient
Oats
Morn"....
41i5'4.
25c Apple Hotter, ?r can. 20c
Woodward
Pork May $15.70; July $15.97
Ask our delivery men for our
July Prayer.
$8.65 'a 8.67 ti ;
Lard May
money saving prices on every-UUn$.77 hk W8.80.
Vocal Solo Mrs. S. B. Miller.
In
May
by
Sign
July
$8.57 i;
$8.72
Ribs
the Pastor "The
Address

TELEGRAPHIC

Vuilor shades will (If
joii a cool, secluded resits
retreat on the hottest days,
prsik-lladding another
room to yonr home ani
that room the mot comfortable, serviceable room ol

THE

Children

0

Paul's

Cool

I. AT THE...

fa-

st, .lolin's Kl-i- il
Clinrt'h Sil
ver avenue and Fourth street.
Sunday school, 10 a. m.
Morning service, 11a. m.
The evening service will be discon
tinued until further notice.
O
dirt-da- n
Church Corner of OnM
avenue and Broadway; Krnest L.
Crawford, minister.
Sunday school, 10 a. ni.
Morning worship, 11 o'clock. Ser
mon by the minister, 'The Life That
I Uve."
Xo evening service.
O
Highland M. K. Church, South
318 South Arno; O. B. Holliday, pas
tor.
Sermon, 11 a. m.; subject, "Th?
Prodigal's Father."
Kpworth League meeting. 7 p. m.
Sermon, 8 p. m.; subject. "Th"?
Prodigal's Brother."
Special music. All invited.
O
Christian Science Services at 11 a.
m., at room afi. Urant building, corner tf Railroad avenue and Third
street.
Subject, "Everlasting Punishment."
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
Wednesday evening meeting at s
o'clock.
Reading room open dally from

Song.
Is It Nothing to You'... Miss Blood
Solo
Mrs. Collins
Reflex Influence of Missions
Mrs. Mordv
Missionary Story
Mrs. Heald
Song.
Missionary
The Model
Soclet
M rs.
l.ee
Solo
Miss Fooose
What a Busy Woman Can Do for
Missions"
Mrs. Rice
Song.
to
Prayer Mrs. Clayton.

Make Your
Hot Porch

10 per cent.

and Relatives Attend.

ta

NEGRO

LAID

ATJREST

Prof. J. X. Cadby, of the engineer-

;

(

Early mass. 7 a. nv, high mass and
sermon, 9.30 a. m.i evening service.
:30.

Ai.ril 30.
JtJMi p. m.,

Night

itAMimooK rmos.

SUS.

112

ai rwr

I;-'- t

of

John Mitel

COLOMBO HALL
'

BlISSIOI

r.C

DANCING SCHOOL
i

lUJi

Fiji

ALBUQUMIQUE

PAGE SIX.

btil they were sheltered by a friendly old Mexican, who took them to his
as
them
home, roughly disguised
slid set them to grinding on

siim.
metals

in

the kitchen.

Kit Caison

hs .tvvy In California at this time.
"Though only six persons were killed in Taos and a dozen more at

EVEMXG

CITIZEN.

RATI

iitoros.is

ixm

27.

11V7.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

rnitiu,

OF PAl'PKIl I)K.I.
Proposals for burial of pauper dead
In accordance with the ordinance of
the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
will be received by the council of said
y and opened at a special or regu
lar meeting to be held on or after
April 29th, 1907. All bids must be in
the hands of the city clerk not later
than April 29th, at 12 o'clock noon.
Certified check In the sum of ten dol
lars, payable to the city, to insure
good faith of bid. must accompany
bid, check to be returned to bidder
when contract Is entered Into. Bond
In the sum of two hundred dollars
will be required from the successful
bidder, conditioned for the faithful
performance of the contract in ac
cordance with city ordinances, adver
tising for bid ana contract entered
nto. Contract to run for one year,
from May 6th, 1907.
Proposals are also to Include am
bulance for service for the city for
such cases as may be decided by the
mayor, marshal or city physician to
be destitute cases.
Proposals also to Include adequate
ambulance service to and from the
pest house, whether located within or
without the city limits for such cases
as may be decided by the mayor, city
physician or marshal to be destitute
cases.
HARRY F. LEE,
Clerk.

CM'

1
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NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

With Amp's Means and Unsurpasstf Facilities,

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.08.

for

and

Solicits

OFFICER3 AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell.
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

.

Assassination of Gov.
Bent During' Taos Revolt

oooootK)ooooooo

AIMSII.

BIDS FOR GITY WORK

Drag'on
f Slayer

Ufye

Ity I nil I,. IWialt.
twelve miles from here
the manner of death Inflicted upon
nce there was a young man of
the victims was barbarous. Men were great strength who left his home and
dragged around the plaza naked and traveled Into a far country In quest
tortured by lance pricks and arrows f adventure. The tale tells that he
shot Into the Meshy parts or their came to a city at the foot of a moun
bodies; only after agonizing hours of tain, where lived n good king named
suffering were they finally killed. Lnpmenugun,
beautiful
ami
his
Two men, Narclsso Beaublen. a young laughter, the Princess Anastasia.
man Just returned from college In
On entering the city the young
the east." and a son of Judge Iteau- - man heard sounds
of weeping everyblen. and Pablo Jarmlllo, a promi where, and all the houses were draped
nent Mexican In sympathy with the In mourning. Presently he ca'me to
Americans, were found concealed In
cobbler's shop nnd entered.
The
a straw stack ana were jauneu oy old cobbler whs weeping as If his
lances as they lay until their bodies luart would break.
were scarcely recognizable. Some of
"Why do you weep, old man?" the
the victims wore rings and the fin
asked.
gers with the rings were chopped off; traveler
"What!" exclaimed the cobbler.
all were scalped.
The bloody work "Have
you
You are a
not heard?
done, both Mexican
Indians stranger, then.
and
I will tell you.
On
Joined In a hideous scalp dance, yell
A 4 . It I . AIMU'T TO yiu.
l.KTTF.K.s T
the top of the mountain lives a drag
"Where trust is ut bottom, there lug and whooping as only savages on
SKI', t I T.
MAIUIY
which has seven heads. Its scales
will be no Jealousy miless prompted can. as they bore the scalps, held
e n foot thick and harder than any-Yet there Is one form aloft on poles, around the plaza. The steel.
hv selfishness.
No. 4.
of Jealousy that is not selfishness, other men killed were Lee, the sher
ONK'S lll'SHAM) AX
"Kach year the king chooses from
where it means watchfulness, a care iff; Cornelo Vigil, a loyal Mexican
young women of the kingdom she
"My Dear Margie: I hnve been that the one loved it all the work", who was perfect; and Leal, the dls the
is the most beautiful and sends
thinking over whnt you khM In your may be happy If not always In our trlct attorney.
Several others were who up
her
the mountain, and the dragon
last letter, about how Hobert and yoJ presence. A man who is happy will marked for slaughter, but fortunate fats
her. Then we are safe for anly they hnd gone to Santa Fe on busl
were to have no secrets from each make his wife so.
year.
other
If we do not give the
other. I am glad of this. But, dear,
"Don't expect, dear girl, to be al- ness the day before. All the houses
our most beautiful woman to
let the confidence on his Hide be ways In the surface of your husband's and stores of the Americans were dragon
once a yeur. the dragon will
willing ones; don't force a confession. thoughts as well as at the foundation. looted of every portable article, no eat.
come down and eat us."
Walt, I beseech you, till you are middle- A man has a right to his quiet nour. matter of how slight a value.
o
"Why.
the young man ask
-axed
Such Is Mrs. Scheurlch's story. ed, "does then."
before you meddle with your a rest after his day In the world; a
not some brave man go up PISOIHJSAIjS
FKF.IMXG
He will chance to meditate uninterrupted by The seiiuel can be briefly told.
husband's private affairs.
and slay the dragon?
tlTV PRISONERS,
When the news of the massac
overlook It then, but it might irritate his wife's chatter. I have heard your
you
"Surely
sighed.
The
cobbler
by
one of
Sealed bids for the furnishing of
him now. Bee to It that you keep own mother say that It made your was brought to Santa Fe
from afar. Many young men meals
your little hands off his desk and out father perfectly happy if she put on two men who had escaped. Colonel come
to the city prisoners and taking
tried It. for the king offers half care
of and cleaning city building will
of his pockets, and that you do not his favorite gown and busied herself Price Immediately collected about 300 have
kingdom
his
to
slay
who
him
shall
hunt up the key to his strong box. or sewing or mending some article of his regulars and volunteers and marched the dragon. Hut what sword shall be received by the city council to be
question his doings when out of your wardrobe while he sat by hidden in to Taos. A company of dragoons, cut
the dragon's scales? Half opened at special or regular meeting
Bight. A man is, as a rule, ready to his newspaper.
under Captain Burgwln. stationed at way through
up the side of the mountain Is to be held on or after April 29th,
was
Aibuiiueroue,
berein
long
to
ordered
as his wife
Each bidder will be required
behave well so
"It's these small things. Margie
a huge granite block under which 1907.
dollieves in him and respects his rights thnt make for contentment, for so force Price. The soldiers reached lies a sword. This
Is to deposit a certified check of ten
only
sword
as an Individual yes. Just that, as an many real Issues are based on them Taos on the 3rd of February, after heavy and sharp enough to cut the lars, payable to the city to Insure the
Then, by attending to Hut. dear. Put off that long face, If having had five exciting engagements dragon's scales.
Checks to be
individual.
No man haw yet good faith of the bid.
your own duties and searching for no you are wearing one, ror you won t with the Mexicans en route.
The been found who can move
returned to the bidders when con
stone.
the
troops
you
anywere
escape
is
surprises,
all mounted and the Me wno can move
will
Said contract
entered Into.
finding
make any new mistakes nor all of the
can tract
be let to the lowest and best bid
march was made without tents. In wield the sword, andthe he stone
ming, now ever narmiess, mat couia old ones.
who can to
per
snow
subject
meal,
to rejection
the
and
cold
of
all
mountains
bids
the
cloud your peace of mind a moment
loving
"Your
the sword can slay the dragon. by
they under went severe hardships. wield
the council.
or undermine your husband's trust tit
Contract to run for
np is me, I think he does not live.
"AUNT POLLY'."
one year from May 6th, 1907.
Price proceeded directly to the In
"Go on." said the young man.
dian pueblos, two Indies north of
The city ordinances are to be con
The cobbler wept afresh. "Today
Taos, where both Mexicans and In Is the day and It Is well
sldered a part of this advertisement
known
that
dians were gathered In force. The of all the benuttful women left In and all bids shall he In accordance
hostlles yelled, hooted and flung abu the kingdom the most beautiful Is the therewith.
sive epithets at the soldiers.
They Princess Anastasia herself. The king
Sealed bids are to be directed to the
defied the "gringos."
Indeed, they is frantic with grief, and offers not city clerk and marked "Bid for Fur
had good reason to feel secure, for only half his kingdom, but the hand nlshlng Meals to City Prisoners," and
the Indian village was fortified by i of his daughter as well to him who must be In the hands of said clerk
high adobe wall encircling It. Thl shall slay the dragon.
not later than 12 o'clock noon, Mon
wall had loopholes
for shooting at
"This Is Indeed good news," said day, April 29th, 1907.
enemy.
Moreover,
they
re
the
HARRY F. LEE.
had
the young man. and. laughing, left
cmomzmcmcmamomcmomcmcmoma
course to the
d
Clerk.
adobe the cobbler ton angry for tears.
church
and
casa
the
inaccessible
be
straightway
went
The
traveler
(Fro the Denver Republican.)
of danger and told to flee, yet he grandes. These casas, or community
PROPOSALS FOR
the king and said:
One of the most tragic events In would not. though he had several houses, are several stories In heighth fore
CITY PRINTING.
"Your majesty, I will slay the drag
early days in the southwest, and one horses In the corral and could easily each
story
receding
from the lower on."
Sealed bids will be received from
on which history sheds little light, have escaped. He knew that he had one,
newspapers
manner
pyramid
published
the
Weeping,
king
In the city of
of
after
the
answered: "Go
was the Massacre of Governor Charles always treated the Mexicans fairly construction.
At the time of this rash young num. Bring me the seven Albuquerque, New Mexico, for city
Bent of New Mexico, by Mexicans and and honestly In business dealings and event,
the lower story had no open tongues of the dragon, and I will give printing for one year from the 6th day
that they had always trusted him,
Indians, at the ancient and picturesIn the walls; across to the in
you my daughter and half my king of May, 1907, said 'bids to be opened
que town of Taos. A daughter of and he could not believe that they lugs
by the city council at special or reg
tenor was only possihie by means dom.
Governor Bent Is living In Taos to- would turn against him. Hearing the of
tray-dooto
ladders
"I will bring back the seven ton ular meeting to be held on or after
roof
the
and
day a Mrs. Scheurich and she tells noise outside, my father got up and leading inside. In the years long past gues,
the young man said, "and on April 29th. 1907.
Each bidder will
went to the door. The crowd had tnese casas
a graphic story of the massacre.
had withstood many my return I will name my reward." be required to enclose with his bid a
were
gate
heavy
broken
and
the
Kearney
accomGeneral
After
sieges. At one time . they were be
had
Then he started up the mountain certified check for ten dollars, payable
together in the patio. As tha sieged
plished the conquest of New Mexico massedwas
ten days by 2,500 Spaniards side.
to the city to Insure good faith of bid,
opened they surged Into
door
by a short and bloodless campaign the
Imagine, gentle reader, the Joy of checks to be returned to bidders when
at
by
Co
and
3.000
time
another
room, yelling and shouting.
King Lupmeuugun when, at even, the contract is entered into.
in the year 1846, he appointed
per
Apaches;
manches
and
in
in
both
"'What Is It you want, my friends?' stances the besiegers had been com stranger reappeared before him and son or corporation to whom The
Charles Bent, the civil governor of
contract
my
(Spanish.
In
asked
father
new
tongues
seven
territory and then marched
of Is let will be required to furnish bond
the
pelled to withdraw
after suffering laid at his feet the
" 'We want your head! We want terrible losses. The Indians, shoot the dragon. Imagine, too, the blush In the sum of two hundred dollars to
on to California. The Mexicans had
taken the oath of allegiance to the your gringo head'.' they cried fierce- ing from the loopholes In the casa es of the Princess Anastasia.
be approved by the mayor and condiThe king embraced the stranger tioned for the faithful performance of
United States and seemed favorable ly.
walls had the enemy at their mercy,
to the new regime. Bo sure was the
said: "Take her. and
Sealed bids are to be
the. contract.
father talked to them kindly In the dark innermost rooms of the and"Wait,"
government of the peaceful attitude and"My
stammered the stranger.
directed to the city clerk and marked
tried to pacify them. He said pueblos the Indians store all their have
a
at
children
wife
four
f the people that only a handful of he would
and
grain
provisions.
and
City
Printing," and must be
'Bid for
It would take
do anything within his pow
troops was left to safeguard the new- er to .redress
home of whom I am very fond."
in the hands of the clerk not later
any wrongs they had six months to starve them out.
ly acquired possessions.
The princess swooned and was car than 12 o'clock noon, Monday, April
Such were the conditions that con
suffered; he offered to go with them
waiting.
by her ladles-i- n
But all the people were not
29th, 1907. All bids must specify the
as
prisoner, but he begged them fronted Colonel Price. 'He fired upon ried away
"It It please your majesty," the amount to be charged per brevier
to American rule. Malcon- not their
use violence against the Ameri- the hostlles and endeavored to tempt stranger
to
continued, "your beautiful Inch for the first insertion, and so
tents were secretly hatching out a cans. Even then, with that wild mob them to open battle, but without
plot to regain the territory for them- about him,
rltle bullet daughter shall be spared to brighten
much charged for subsequent inser
could not believe that success. The ordinary
I said tions, and to be based on the printing
hearthstone.
selves. The country had been taken they really he
could only pierce the adobe an Inch aI worthier man's
him
wished
But
harm.
my
a,
As
name
Arch-letreward.
Listen.
would
easily.
too
Tomas Ortiz. ,Dlego
of ordinances, proclamations, notices,
the mob was
for blood! All or two, and the ball of the
young
I was far from sturdy. etc.
in conjunction with other ring- night they had crazed
Job work to be on 600 letter
been drinking whisky; er, me largest Held piece on the aI studied man
chemistry.
a
I
discovered
leaders, set on foot a plan to bring they had worked
command,
only
made
a
sheet
shallow hole marvelous potion, the Ingredients of heads, 600 envelopes, one-ha- lf
themselves Into a
In
about a general uprising of the Mexi- frenzy and now nothing
d
the
thick
adobe
blanks,
wall.
He
sheet blanks and
stop
returned
could
cans and Pueblo Indians, which in- them.
to Taos with his forces to prepare for which include neither arsenic, mor
blanks,
sheet
for
the
nor other poison. This potion 100 and for each subsequent 100, first
surrection was to extend from Taos
and
"In the adjoining room my mother. a renewal or the attack the next day phlne
put
blood In my veins and sinews all other necessary Job work.
red
on the north to El Paso on the south. Mrs.
Bids
Kit Carson, Mrs. Boggs, who f.ariy in tne morning he had his four on my bones,
and us evidence of my to be based on first-claA certain day in December, 1846, was were with us, and we children, were
Howitzers and his single strength and prowess
stock for
I lay the seven
set for a simultaneous
maacre trembling with fear at the loud yell
cannon lined up before tongues
commercial printing.
your
dragon
at
of
the
males
throughout the length and breadth ing
HARRY F. LEE,
except my brother, Alfred. the old church, which stood near the ty's feet. This potion Is put up in
of the territory. Happily this mon- The all
wall of the village. The fight pettet form and is on sale at all drug
Clerk.
latter was only ten years old, south
ster plot was discovered and the
o
ing
lasted alt day and the hostile stores. I call It Enameled Pellets for
but he took down the shotgun and,
fled to Old Mexico to going to my father's side, said: 'Papa were nnally put to flight.
l'ROIHSLS FOR CITY TEAMS.
Knemlc People. I propose to exploit
save their necks. Apparently all was let's fight them like men!" The boys
ine main Dooy of the enemy was Knameled
Mealed bids will be received for the
Pellets on a gigantic scale furnishing
peace again.
In those days were brought up on gainerea together in the old church
to the city for one year of
by means of a stock company and
In Taos, however, the revolutionary tales of Indian fighting and my from which point of vantage thev If
teams, wagons, harmajesty will but grant me the three
feeling was not quenched. Under the brother had that spirit In him.
were enabled to pick off many of the useyour
the
of your name to head the list of ness and drivers thereof, withteams,
Incendiary persuasion of Pablo Mon-toy- a.
" hile my father was parleying Americans. Desperate measures were directors
privilege of three additional
called the "Santa Anna of the with the mob, Mrs. Carson and Mrs. necessary. Price ordered charges; the
wagons
to
be
thereof,
drivers
and
"Granted!" said the king.
North," and Tomacito Romero, an in- Boggs had dug a hole through the sneuer oi tne outside walls were
Contract to
young man did not live happily furnished when needed.
The
fluential Pueblo Indian, the Mexicans adobe wall which separated
gained
by
two companies; the walls
one year from May 6th, 1907.
our
after. He organized the Pro- run for teams
and Indians of the vicinity of Taos house from the next. They did this were cut through with axes: another ever
to be used for city pur
Said
Medicine association, and by
planned a revolution of their own. with only a poker and an old spoon. charge and the soldiers were under prietory
poses
under the direction of the street
his methods brought down upon his
While the Indians had no special I still have the poker which they the walls of the church. In the face head
days in the week, and
committee
six
the scorn of the life Insurance
grievance against
the Americans, used. We children were first pushed or hot opposition a hole was cu companies.
ten hours per day, with the privilege
consent
through
to
in
the
their
the church wall and the sol
through the hole and then the women
of one or two teams being called to
hostilities was attained by the prom- crawled through
us. My moth- diers hurled lighted shells through
exclaimed the work on Sundays when desired; said
Great!"
"Great!
ise of plunder. ' The night of January er kept calling toafter
These exploded In the stage manager, as the curtain fell. Sunday work, however, to be addimy father 'to come the breach.
18,1847, preceding the morning of also, but for quite a while he would miast or the crowd and worked great "I have seen him In nearly 200 per tional work and to be paid for pro
the butchery, the revolutionists were not. When he did consent
to try to navoc. Then the rafters of the build formances and still that scene moves rata in accordance with bid.
Each
in council in a village on the outside escape he was already wounded In ing caught fire. The trapped hostiles me."
and every of said horses to weigh at
.of Taos. All night
they discussed several places and he had been scalp- burst down the doors of the church
me,
your
on
lamps
cull,"
keep
"Jist
least twelve hundred pounds, and the
their plans, and by morning were In ed alive. He crawled through the nd fled towards the mountains
uteh me drivers thereof to he
said the stage hand.
men,
state of wild excitement. There were hole, holding his hand on top of his nuir mile to the north. Captain St move the scene."
capable of performing the work re
some who objected to drastic meas- bloody head. But It was too late.
rain, with his company of volun
quired.
ures; some who had pleaded for Home of the men came after him teers all old trappers and mountain
Said bids will be opened by the
peace, but the majority was for vio- through the hole, and others came men, had been stationed between the
city council at special or regular
lence. The old Indians, wise from over the roof of the house and down mountains and the pueblos to Inter
Exercise
How
meeting to be held on or after April
experience, plead with the young Into the yard. They broke down the cept fugitives. They shot the fleeing
29th, 1907, and contract to be let to
Bowels
bucks and counseled against war, but doors and rushed upon my father. reueis ana scattered them in all direc
the lowest and best bidder. Each
all objections were of no avail. The He was shot many times and fell tions. In all, about two hundred hos
bidder is required to deposit a certifrenzy was in the air and blood alone dead at our feet. The pleading and tiles were killed. Among the Amerl
fied check for ten dollars, to insure
OUR Intestines are lined ft side the good faith of the bid, said check
would be potent to bring about a tears of my mother and the sobbing cans aoout tniriy-si- x
were killed or
state of sanity. So, early on tha of us children had no power to soft- wounded. Captain Burgwln, it is re
with millions of suckers, that to be returned when contract Is en
morning of the 18th, the horde of en the hearts of the enraged Indians ported, was killed by a renegade
tered Into. The party whose bid is
raw the Nutrition from food as accepted
Cherokee who was stationed In the
about a thousand Mexicans and In- and Mexicans.
will be required to give bond
if
But,
passes
tower
the
food
them.
of
dians streamed into Taos, surroundthe
nlghtfull
church.
in the sum of two hundred dollars,
At
they
the
going
to
were
"At first
take
ed the homes of the Americans and the rest of us away as prisoners, but casas were deserted except for a few passes too slowly, it decays before It gets conditioned for the faithful perthe killing began.
formance ot the contract.
finally they decided to leave u where old men who refused to deuart. ore
Daughter's Aouunt of the Killing of we were. They ordered that no one fesslng to trust"to the mercy of the through. Then tha little suckers draw Poison
All 'bids to be directed to the city
n
of
II
This
Poise
Nutrition.
soiuiers
from
tnstead
they
since
had not counte
clerk and marked "Bid for Furnishller father.
should feed us. and then left us alone
nan
ceil
the
Mrs. Scheurich, who is the wife of witn our great sorrow.
insurrection.
ing
Team and Driver," and must be
We were
The next morning Mexicans and makes a Cas that injures your system mor In the hands of said clerk not later
an old soldier, who used to freight without other than our night clothing
nourished
have
than
food
should
it.
the
for the government over the Santa and without food all that day and Indians bearing crosses, white flags,
than twelve o'clock noon, Monday,
Fe trail, tells of the massacre as the night. The body of our father and other tokens of peace, thronged
The usual remedy for this delayed pass April 29th. 1907.
'
lay before us on the floor in a pool Into Price's camp. They crawled on age (called Constipation) is to take a big
follows:
The city ordinances are to be con
"I was only five years old at ths of blood. Grief, terror and uncer their hands and knees and begged for dose of
sidered a part of this advertisement
Caster Oil.
time, but I have no difficulty in re tainty were in our hearts; we did not mercy. Price demanded the surrenand all bids shall be in accordance
membering
therewith.
that terrible morning know but that any moment the mob der ot Pablo Montoya, Tomacito Romero
my
and
ringleaders.
was
when
All bids subject to rejection by the
killed in cold might return and do us violence. I
father
other
These
This merely make slippery the passage
city.
blood before my eyes. I remember can never forget those awful hours. were given over and pardon was for unloading the current cargo.
it as though it happened yesterday At about 3 o'clock the next morning granted to the rest. The ringleaders
HARRY F. LEE,
It does not help the Cause of delay a
It was very early In the morning and some of our loyal Mexican friends were tried by court martial and 16 of
Clerk.
hanged
on the plaza at Taos. trifle. It does slacken tha
we were all in bed; we were awak
s,
stole up to the house and gave us them
In
by
NOTICE
at
court
many
trial,
ELECTION.
Of SItXIAL
ened
the
the noise of
people food and clothing. That day, also, our
Tomacito openlv
moving around outside In the patio. friends took my father and buried boasted that he had fired the first and weakens them for their next task.
Another remedy is to take a strong By Authority of the City Coum-i- l of
We had been in fear, before this, that him. A few days later we were al- shot to kill Governor Hent, and, Uku
the Cuy of Albuquerque, N. M.
tume kind of trouble was brewing lowed to go to the home of these healing this, one of the dragoons "Physic." like Salts. Calomel, Jalap, Phos
tun on g the Mexicans, but we were friends. So you see not all of the Instantly shot the Indian dead. The
Notice Is hereby given that an elecnot prepared for what was about to Mexicans were in favor of the mas soldier was arrested and put in Jail phate of Sodium, Aperient Water, or any of tion
will be held in the city of Albubut he afterwards escaped.
happen. My father was home from sucre.
Later these mixed.
querque,
New Mexico, on Saturday,
--Santa
Fe on a visit; friends had Mexirun Suve Mrs. Kit t'arxiHi ami much of the looted property was redo?
"Physic"
What
does
the
4, 1907. between the hours of
May
stored to surviving relatives.
urged him to take a military escort
Mrs, Itoirgs.
It merely flushes-o-ut
the Bowels with 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.
History gives but slight mention of
with him. but he had refused. Kveii
"Mrs. Curson and Mrs. Hoggs hud
said day, at the following voting
the night before he had been warned also been in danger of their lives the Taos insurrection, but it was by a waste of Digestive Juice, set flowing into of
places:
no means a trivial event. Had the
the
through
suckers.
tiny
the
Intestines
First Ward City Hall.
revolutionists been successful in Taos
Second
Ward Office of Chas
the uprising undoubtedly would have
& Co.. on Gold avenue.
throughout the whole terriIs the joy of the household, for without spread
Cascarets are the only safe medicine for Chadwlck
Third Ward Office of E. H. Duntory.
it no happiness can be complete. How
the bowels.
bar, corner of Third street and Gold
avenue.
rso
News
pure erufe, cough
The
sweet the picture of mother and babe!
They do not waste any precious fluid of
Fourth Ward At office of George
laws would be needed. If all cough the 3owels, as "Physics" do.
Angels smile at and commend the cures
R. Craig. Justice of the
South
were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
thought and aspirations of the mother Cure Is and has been for 20 years.
They da not relax the Intestines by greas- Third street.
which said election tht question
bending over the cradle. The ordeal through The national law now requires that If ing them Inside iike Castor Oil or Glycerine. of Atauthorizing
the Issuance of Thirty
any poisons entei into a cough mixthe
which the expectant mother must pass, howThey simply stimulate
(130,000) Dollars of bonds
Thousand
ture,
must
printed
be
on
it
the label
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she or package.
to do their work naturally, com- of the said City of Albuquerque, New
For this reason mothers, fortably, and nutritiously.
Mexico, to erect and build a city
looks torwara to the hour when she shall feel and others, should
Insist on having
building, will be submitted to the
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear. Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-mark- s
qualified voters of said city, who are
on Dr. Shoop's labels and
the owners of real or personal prop
They are put up In thin, flat,
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of childsubject to taxation, within the
In the medicine, else It must by
boxes, so they can be carried erty, City
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific none
Enamel
of Albuquerque, New Mex
lawsaid
label. And It's not only In a
woman's ico.
or
a
in
pocket,
vest
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all safe,bebutonitthe
man's
is said to be by those that
or
trouble.
ana
In
witness
whereof I have hereunto
assists nature in
the parts,
know It beat, a truly remarkable purse, all the time without bulk
my hand and caused to be affixed
cough remedy. Take no chance, parThe t me to take a Cascaret is not set
its sublime work. By its 'aid
seal of the City ot Albuquerque,
ticularly with your children. Insist on only when you are Sick, but when you the
thousands of women have
New Mexico.
having
Shoop's
Dr.
Cough
ComCure.
FRANK McKEE.
passed this great crisis in perpare carefully the Dr. Shoop package fi'st suspect you need one. Price. 10c a box.
Mayor.
Be very areful to get the genuine, Attest:
fect safety and without pain.
with others and see No poison marks
there. You can always be on the safe made only by the. Sterling Remedy Company
HARRY F. LEE.
Sold at f l.oo per bottle by druggists. Our bxk
City Clerk.
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough and never sold In bulk.
Every table!
of priceless value to alt women sent free. Address
(SEAL )
Cure.
Simply refuse to accept any stamped "COG." All druggists.
r
April 3, 1907.
First,
Om
publication
0MAOriCU3 HZSULtoa CO..
other. Sold by all druggists.
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Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus aad Profit
Depository
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$500,08Mt
I250.000.M

Santa Ft Railway Company

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business; and witH the
assurance on our part
tKat it will be Kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

one-thir-

one-quart- er

vState
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two-hor-
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National Bank

ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
7

Wool, Hide aad Pelt Dealers
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
It's Hard to Tell
good paint from bad by

at a pot of paint.

Jut

looking

It's only after

it

has been exposed to the weather for
a few months that you can see th
effects of poor paint. Then It Is too
.'ate. If you buy your paints of us
you always get good paint the kind
that wears.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Bowel-Muscle-

DAWS

ce,

VOIOE

Bowel-Muscl-

Corner Third and Marquettt

OaKa0CKKKa
"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

ESTABLISHED

S, PUTNEY

1ITI

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Oroceiies to
in me southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
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RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

FUote

Roofing

Alboqaerqoe, New Mextco
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Go-Car-
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on less than t per week. The man- airement threatens to put foreign la
borers at work unless the men re
turn.
The strike of the Chicago and Alton bollermakers was virtually ended
Wednesday when a large number of
the strikers gave In and went to
work at the same scale In effect when
boocxxioocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
they struck February 1. The com
n
pany had been securing
men without difficulty.
CARS SHORT i Two more Central Jlexleano freight
engines are In the city, coming from
9
Gentle and Effective.
the Cook, N. Y., shops of the Amer- A
Manitoba editor
lean Locomotive works, where they writes:well "Asknown
Inside worker I find
were changed from coal to oil burn- - Chamberlain's an Stomach
IINGF
and Liver
ers.
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of
biliousness natural to sedentary life,
Five very noisy seals from Santa their
action being gentle and effective,
Barbara, Cal., passed through Ainu clearing
THE
OF
GRAY
the digestive tract and the
PRESIDENT
VICE
querque last night, en route to the head." Price,
25
cents. Samples
FRISCO IS ELKtTEDOX
Tonawanda, N. Y., state park, on pas free. All druggists.
senger No. 8.
COMMITTEE OF
RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
Passenger locomotive 1200, which
has been undergoing slight repair, MARY NAMING AT
111
'Vprll 27. During made Its first trip last night by
Chicago
ing No. 8 to Las Vegas.
the railroads of the United
ELKS' THEATRE MAY 22
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Ktaies ,
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Vegas
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r minis
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offered for transportation. AmerActing one winter with the troupe
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after
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nerlng then signed to star In a
knowlthe
and
Wednesday
session
dramatization of the year's best seller,
dras- AT
edge of It won the day for some
"Janice Meredith."
The story had
tic measures to correct the prevailnever appealed to her, and she liked
ing car shortage.
less, but it was fortunplay
the
still
ROOMS TONIGHT ate, perhaps, that she did not take the
In the report of the car efficiency
committee it was stated that reports
advice of a New Yort crl!i. v.hj sugof
railroads
the
of
per
cent
gested that Joselyn Leigh, in "To
from 68
cent
per
79
own
country,
which
would suit her
the
Mr. Harry Clifford Lott, baritone, Have and To Hold,"
the
ot all the freight cars, show that
"down
to the ground." Fr "Janice
to 103,-10- 5 and Mrs. Harry Clifford Lott, pianist. Meredith"
pc.pu.ar
prove
a
Februarv shortage amounted
en route to success, while "T.i Havestrong
1 to Hold"
cars. In January the shortage of Los Angeles, who are will
embark put forward later with nr
smong these same lines aggregated New a York, where they
Isabel Irving
six months trip abroad, will
for
The problem of car give
3,110 cars.
Robert Loralne in the chief parts,
an entertainment at the railroad and
shortage, the operating men declared,
utterly
be
out
unsulted to
to
turned
reading rooms tonight, to which an the stage, and was summarily
is todav the greatest and the gravest
bundled
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to
The
all.
and
invitation
.extended
to
face
have
which the railroads
Into the storage warehouse. The fact
program will be as follows:
to solve. It was stated that a searcha long succession of
Caldara that it attracted
ing Investigation, which was made Sebben Crudele
audiences is a striking tes- Carissiml crowded
Vittoria, Vittoria"
by the committee, disclosed the fact
personal
to
timony
the
charm of the
"I Feel the Deity With
that the shortage is not due to de- Recitation
actress who bore the leading role.
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creased car efficiency, as the records
,
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e
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that
The committee also reportedopinion
'An Uncouth Love Song"
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terribly
"My child was burned
'
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Alicia Needham about
it was stated, first, by the railroads
face, neck and chest. I
My Love Nell"
Old Irish i applied the
themselves; second, by the railroads
Oil.
Electric
Dr. Thomas'
'
in their relations to the public; and 'The Three Wanderers"Mawson-MarkThe pain ceased and the child sank
s
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into a restful sleep." Mrs. Nancy M.
tjons with each other.
Hanson, Hamburg, N. Y.
Bitten by a Spider.
The committee on car efficiency
to
Through blood poisoning caused by
was continued and it is pledged are
NOTICE TO HOUSE OWNERS.
spider bite, John Washington, of
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H. Andrews the pension of Madison
The association decided to hold the Hern, of Watrous, has been Increased the news.
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iheumatic

Kohn Brothers

Remedy

Velntlclnco mil acres trnnsplantados
companla "American Beet
.sugar Company" por los cultlvadores
owier
oue moran cerca de ruetno,
Manzanola. Rocky Ford, Las Animas.
e necesl
Prowers. Lamar y Amity.
taian varlos miles de hombres y mu- chachos para el trabajo en los cam-po- s
Los cultlvadores
de betabeles.
pngaran 15 centavos la hora por el
trabajo diarlo; pero los contratos por
acre para el desaije. el cultivo y la
cosecha ea mas preferible y mas
para el operarlo. El trabajo
emplezara probalemente temprano en
el me de mayo. Los operarlos se
su proplo allmento y hospe-dnjIndivlduos o families llegando
al Valle del Napesta corao a mediados
de mayo, encontraran bastante trabajo remuneratlvo.
Para mas Informa-clo- n
escrlbanse a "American Beet
Sugar Company, Rocky Ford, Colo., o
Lamar, Colo.
AMERICAN BEET SCOAR COMPANY, ROCKY FORD. COLO.
AMERICAN BEET SUGAR COMPA-
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be lit line.
No change need be made In
in your usual diet, but drink
j lenly of good waer.

one
writes
ha1- - a peculiar tonic
upon
the Kidneys;
effect
cleansing the clogged up pores
tissues,
the ellmlnative
f
forces the kidneys to sift and
strain from the blood the uric.
acid and other poisonous
overcoming
rheumatism. Bladder and Urinary
troubles in a short while. phar-;u-- y
Every prescription
"hm supply the Ingredients which are easily mixed at
home. Thif Is no better blood
or system
ats. iit
i ;e.insn.i
loinc know, mid certainly none
1.
inert arn. less or klmpla to
This

mixture,

waslt-matTer-
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BELEN IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
EAST AND
THE SANTA FE STSTEM LEAD1NO
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITT, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 26140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING lit. 000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB: A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE

0
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0
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Automatlo Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo BuUdtea

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing; and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqulat will In
rmm
future have charge of the mechanical
iNmumANcm
department and attend to the instal
Secretary Mutual Balldlng Asbsmis
latlon of all plumbing and heating tion. Office at 917 West RaJIreM
atninne.
work entrusted to this company.

A. E. WALKER,

.

-

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

W. E. MAUGEU

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Office, 113 North First 8C
ALDUQCERQUE, N. If.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
UnoorporatM
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Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haj,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquors- and Cigars. Place your orders fee
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

The...
"SHORT LINE"
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
NORTH SECOND ST.

leoeoeoeoeoeooeoeoeoeoeoed;

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL BXIKNWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Street

AU

& RIO GRANDE

DENVER

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

TRY US;

'

ron t oraoi

light-givin-

212

a

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

Perfectly constructed;
g
absolutely safe; unexcelled in
an ornament to any room. Every
Kwer;
If not at your dealer's,
write to our nearest agency.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

ANK

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE

Announcement

Do You Need
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of orrang and kHMly. !
vloimnt
knovra romeiiv fur women eqnait
do harm hie
Cannut
them.
JvSc.
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BEST OF QUALITIES

PILLS

PENNYROYAL

(in

tifully nickeled.
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a $1.00

Free Trial.

Tht overcome WeaknM, tr-kwriw andoniUBlonf.tncrwevtfiu
ol rnenfttrees
and ban tab '
t. n." The are 1,1 1 e nTfV
tvfrtrtatt womanbootl, aiding

household
is the best lamp for
use. Made of brass throughout and beau-

1

Prist

60c

Surest and Uuickeat Our for ail
THROAT and LUNO TB.OUB-IJS-S,
or MONEY BACK.

1

5ayd Lamp
all-rou-

Dr. King!G

Nov; Discovery

OIL STOVE U

-

LUNCO

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.
S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

7.

A. GLEYSTER

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Bloch,
14
Cromwell
12
and
Rooms
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1M. .
INSURANCE,

Give us your ROUGH DRY worfc
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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NEW
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JAP-A-LA-

will cut the work in two. Gives quick results without overheating the kitchen. Made in three sizes.
Every stove warranted. If not at your dealer's,
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
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n
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THE

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e

--

stories are
being told of this simple home
prescription curing rheumatism
nd Kidney trouole, even after
the most noted health resorts
failed to give ths slightest relief. Here is the prescription
iind directions for taking: Mix
bottle
,l.v shaking well In a
one-haounce Fluid Extract
Comounce
one
Dandelion,
pound Kargon, three ounces.
Syrup Sarsaparll-lu"'ompnund
Take as a dose one
after meals and at

))

PEVOE.S READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

CURE

AND

Thos. F. Keleher

AM

The

KILL the COUCH

I

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

NEW PERFECTION

Evory Woman

HERE.

j

)

1

i

T4LES TOLD
Some remarkable

I

InAvlfatilA

Vg

1200 REWARD.
Whooping Cough.
I have used Chamberlain's Cough
cases
my
of
In
family
offered
Is
In
for the capture of
Remedy
whooping cough, and want to tell you
Pettlne, the murderer of Benethat It Is the best medicine I have detto Berardlnelll. Crime was comever used. W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga. mitted In Albuquerque Monday, FebThis remedy Is safe and sure. For ruary 4.
sale by all druggists.
C. A. and C. GRANDS.

until tviv tiuahanft hrmtffht hnma B
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
w hlch In my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
weak, sore lungs." When all other
remedies utterly fall, you may still
win In the battle against lung and
LIVERT. BALE. FEED AND
throat troubles with New Discovery,
TRANSFER STABLES.
by all
the real cure. Guaranteed
druggists. 00c and $1.00. Trial bot-- I Horses and Mules Bought and
tie free.

Oil Stove will give you just the riht degree of heat
XI v imrsrtiintv
this RtOVe. It 8
....... with
"sii9ictuiiy
features, new
new
embodies
perfected
oil
stove
the
principles. On washjnfc and ironing days the

j
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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M(.nfnninmntlnntAmiiH

Just file

th

y

"Pneumonia's Icdly Work
had so seriously BfTectod my right
lung," writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Rural Route 1, Oeorgetown, Tenn.,
"that I coughed continuously nightand day and the neighobrs' predlc-

NY, LAMAR, COLO.

Right
Heat

EULl

Fine Clothing & Furnishing

e.

--

IS-ce- nt

M. M A N D

pro-curar-

No matter vhat you
may wish to cook,
XIasjb

'HCafl

right."

cen-tajo-
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MEN

te

para la

mac-miie- s

STRIKE Itiil WAGE INCREASE
Workmen on fifteen sections or me
Clover Leaf, between Charleston and
St. Louis, are on a strike and it Is
said that the entire svstem win soon
be without workmen of this class
unless the demands of the men lor
rer dav raise Is granted.
l
The Clover Leaf Is now paying Its
section men $1.35 per day, and the
demand is for $1.50. The men claim
that-theare the poorest paid of any
class of laborers In the country, and
that no man can provide for a family

mi

i

Xccrssltnn 1.000 Oiwrarlos Para
su Dosalje y Cnltlvo.

"!

(NtYKH LEAP SECTION

Chicago
VXIOX MADE CLOTIHXO.
An opportunity to get such exceptional value seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garment!.
$12.00 to (23.00.
furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
right."
You'll find them here "Just right" priced "Just

P.ETABELAS EX EL
VALLE PEL XAPESTA

!,,,,

.

.

"ALL DRUGGISTS

j

I

Have you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read carefully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will Tieed a summer suit here's your chance.
A complete line of garments that for stale,
nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Dr. Shoop's

1

r

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

dle.

I

1

Just a Word

I

New-Mexic-

Cir. Ctal and Second

PAGE 8EY13".

a tried and tertod nirs for Khen-tim- l
hT found
remedy thst will Mrslirhten th
Not
storted limtx ol chronic oriprln, nor tarn bony
owttw rrk to (nh sen In. That I imwmibl
I I ran now rinlr kill the paint ami pane ol
l deplorable dlwsue.
Chemlrt In the City ol
with
In Oermsn
rmjtsdt I found the tart Ingredient wltl.
Ilrh Ir. Snoop t Kheumstle Remedy w mad
perfected, dependable presrru.tlon.
Without
at last inf red lent, I sucresshillr treated many
uiTcawsoi Rheumatism: but now. at last. I'unl
mly cures all enrabla canes ot thif heretofore
granular
Thnte. sand-lik- e
irh dreaded
tstea, found in Rheumatic Wood seem todimolve
d pau away under the action ol this remedy ai
ly as des-- e iui ar when added to pure wator.
d then, when dissolved, these poisonous wattes
elv pass from the system, and the cause of
eumatism is gone forever. There Is now no
I need no actual excuse to snner lonrer witn.
I help. We sell, and In confidence reoomsMiMl

YEAR

Dr. Marlon Imes. of the bureau of
animal Industry, the headquarters of
which department are located here, is
sending the following instructions to
outside merchants, sheep owners and
veterinary surgeons:
"You are Instructed to call the attention of all merchants In your district to the fact that all sheep in
will be dipped under supervision during the coming summer.
Inform them that dipping will begin
about the middle of June and urge
that they lay In a stock of dip at an
A
early date to meet all demands.
much larger stock will be required
than that of former years, owing to
the fact that all sheep will be dipped
while during former years they were
not all dipped.
This matter Is Important and should be given prompt
In this connection your
attention.
attention Is called to regulation No,
33. of 11. A. I , order No. 143."
The regulation In question gives
sheepmen the option of using preparatory dips after they have been
approved by the department.

Heywood Wakefield and
t.
Make
Fulton
happy children. Don't fail
to nee the $2.50 t art.
W.V. Frutrelle Furnitura Co

CITIZEN.

iheumatism

BE

Attention of Merchants Called
That They May Have Necessary Supply of Dip.

$2.50 and up

5i

E VETTING

AT.l.TOtrETiQTTE

1907.

27.

its Location

COME

TO BELEM. M.

11

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen TownsHe

eo

The Belen Town and Im
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIX LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF.
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
MODERN HOTEL AND A
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASNEWSPAPER.
GOOD.
S.

ESTIMATED.

ococcBjoocooe
KslO&X5c40tOaaoatO

Keoeoeoeoeoeoeeeeeeoeeo
toeoeoeeeeeeoeeeeoeoeec
A Railway Center

Sec'f

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
TY
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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WITH
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AT.r.rgrF.norE evening cittzen.

AGB EIGHT.

Knm.v.

apijii, 2:

of office.

LOCAL AND

V.

PERSONAL
I

i(3i4 west railboAdAve.yViS- -

i

.

ATI I Kit tXMtlXWST.

deliver. Coin.. April 27.
fair tonight and Hunilay.

Tit

DAINTY FEET

IN

ienerally

AltltlVAUS.

On time.
On time.
No.
On time.
No.
On time.
4
No.
First section, on time:
ond section, 12:."i0 a. ni.
N"'.
No.

T

Men's Shoe
Men's Oxford
Women' Shoe .
Women's Oxfords
Children's shoes
Children's Ovfords

to 91.00
to 4.00
to 5.00

92.25
1.75
1.75
1.65
1.25
1.25

to

3.50
2.50
2.25

to
to

4HM

BRIGHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, 1 5c and Sic per lb.
X lb. tins. 4tc.

I
I

Richelieu Coffees
tins, 86c.
.tins, $1.00.

b.
lb

Capitol Coffee
--

.

with

bucket.

11.00.

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
b.

Something
coffee, JOc to 40c.

f

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. T. MATNARD

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

sec-

R. fi. tloovett, of Santa Fe, Is In
the city.
Frank Zinimer spent yseterduy at
the territorial capital.
G. P. Anderson, of San Marclal,
spent lust evening In Albuquerque.
F. A. Hird. of San Marclal, spent
yesterday In the city, visiting friend.-- .
Tt. F. furry, of
Denver, stopped
over here last night on a business
trip.
J. V. I'rosser, representing
the
Optimo cigars,
manufactured
at
Tampa. Fla.. Is In the city Interviewing the trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Connelly, of
I,os I.uims. are In the city visiting and
shopping.
Abel Perea, a county olllcer of Sandoval county, was an Albuquerque
visitor yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Henuett left
last night for Los Angeles to attend
the .Shriner meeting.
Prof. H. H. Struop and Howard I!.
Clark were Albuquerqueans veiling
in Santa Fe yesterday.
Prof. J. K. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction, left
last night for El Paso.
r,
H. L. Davis, a resident of
X. M., transacted business in
Albuquerque yesterday.
Daughters
Albuquerque
of the
American Revolution met this afternoon with Mrs. McLandress.
Ixuis' Margolin, forester assistant,
with headquarters at Washington, D.
C, Is In Albuquerque on otllclal busiBlue-wate-

ness.
H. Pope, of Denver, an attorney for

premium,

SECOND ST.

CO.

the Victor Fuel & Iron company,
stopped over In Albuquerque
las'
night.
Misses Itertha Pladt and
Marie
Marmon, arrived In the city last even
ing from Luguna, X. M.. to do some
shopping.
Attorney Eisworth Ingalls, who has
been in Lias Vegas and vicinity for
several days, returned to Albuquerque
last night.
Captain Clark M. Carr. the lumber
dealer, returned to the city last night
rrom a business visit to the Zun
mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. (iouldlng, of
Kansas City, Mo., left for their home
last night, after spending several
weeks in the cil.
The Holllngsworth Twins drew
another large crowd to the tent on
South Second street, last night at the
performance of "Camllle.
B. A. fileyster,
of Albuquerque,
grand master of the I. O. O. F. In
Xew Mexico, Is In Alamogordo look
ing after business matters.
Edwin Thomas
and Frank M.
Horn, two prominent members of the
Pennsylvania Shrine, stopped over at
tne Alvarado last night, continuing to
Los Angeles this morning.
Eugene Kempenleh,
representing
the Mcintosh Hardware company. Is
selling goods In Santa Fe. Mr.
h
Is one of the best
known
salesmen traveling In New Mexico.
Prof. W. K. Preston, recently of
the Albuquerque public schools, left
last night for El Paso, accompanied
by Mrs. Preston.
They expect to
make their future home In the Pass
Kem-penic-

Plumbers

321-32-

Tinners

3

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

n

.

City.

Savin

,

Line of

JppiyS

Refrig-

erators
is the
most
complete
In the city

tain Ice
Cream
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Daven- -

Water
Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
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At their meeting yesterday the
ladles of the Albuquerque Woman's
club decided to .hold a reception on
next Friday afternoon. It Is said that
600 Invitations will be Issued for the
occasion.
There Is a big sale of tickets for
"The Merry Wives of Windsor,"
which will be the bill at the Elks'
opera house Tuesday night.
The
play is being put on by the University Dramatic club.
A nice wagon belonging to the Diamond Ice company was struck by a
westbound car on Railroad avenue
this morning, which frightened the
horse so that he started to run away,
but was stopped by Driver Olgin.
A very handsome marble fountain
has been Installed In the Central drug
store. S. Vann & Son are making
ample preparations to take care of a
large cold drink business during the
season, w hich Is Just opening.
A. F. Baird, of Chicago, was In the
city yesterday, telling his friends of
the killing of a monster wild cat on
Mount Taylor with a
rltle.
The animal measured four feet, three
Inches In length and stood about two
feet lu height.
Chas. Bocking, general superintendent of the United States Smelting
and Reduction works at Canon City,
Colo., stopped off In Albuquerque yesterday, while on his way to El Paso.
Mr. Bocking was a guest of Col. D. K.
B. Sellers while In the city.
Word was received here this afternoon that K. W. Van Horn, of Pueblo,
Colo., a conductor on the Colorado &
Southern railroad and father of Mrs.
Jesse J. Wooton, of this city, had
died very suddenly.
Mis. Wooton
leaves for Pueblo tonight to a; tend
the funeral.
Attorney E. V. Chaves, one of the
newly appointed members of the territorial board of equalization, was In
Santu Fe yesterday to take the oath
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Native and
Kansas City
Meat

Look in Our Windows

Spring Lamb

122 South Second

No

of
-

JMvim
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Judge Abbott announced yesterday
afternoon that owing to one of the
attorneys In the suit being absent,
the case of Joseph Schmidt vs. the
Southwestern Brewery & Ice company, which was set for trial yesterday, would be continued and the territorial Jury was given a recess until
May 16.

This announcement came Just after
the clearing of the criminal docket.
This morning the court pronounced
sentence In the following cases:
John Fischer, the man found guilty
of committing an assault with Intent
to kill E. Zlto. at the Xew York saloon, was sentenced by Judge Abbott
to serve a year in the penitentiary.
one Sedlllo. charged with impersonating an otlii er, was sentenced to
serve three months in the county Jail
and pay costs.
Sentence remitted
upon payment ef costs.
Caspar Garcia, and Eduardo Baca,
charged with assaulting Deputy Sheriff yuliiao Coulter with a billiard cue
in old town .on the night of March
IS. this year, were sentenced to serve
six months in the county Jail.
Sen
tence remitted upon payment
of
costs.
Jack Myers, charged with assault
with a deadly weapon, was fined $J0
and costs.

"

8
HERMAN

Priced -

S20 to S28
Your tailor would want S15
more for any of tlM-i-

Also Nice

Suits at

8

J. X'elson, arrested one day this
week, upon complaint of B. K. Donahue, who stated that Nelson tried
to. skip town owing him a board bill
of Slit. Intimated to justice George
Craig In the justice court of precinct
26 this afternoon that he was willing
to settle the bill and pay the costs.
Upon his promise to do so, the case
was dismissed.
Walter Wooley, the young man arrested Wednesday morning, for viobill, and whom
lating the
Miss A. Oazjff wanted Judge Craig
to cremate or hang. Just so she got
$8 out of him, was sent to the county
Jail for thirty days, taking
effect
Wednesday.
E. C. Skuffers, the new low snoe for
Made on the foit-f'jrchildren.
last, they prevent or cure corns. Flexible extension soles, no heel , broad
toes, soft calf uppers.
They will
stand more wear than any other - shoe
at the same price 6 to 8, 11.40-.
to 11, $1.60. C. May's Shoe Stoi-j314
Wesr Rallroi 1 avenue.

Ik

Park,

W. L. Trimble & Co. will run excursion wagons to the mountains
Sunday.
'Wagon will leave the Second street barn at 7 o'clock In the
morning, going, and leave the mountains at 5 o'clock In the evening,

FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

AT THE WHITE

WANTED Good men. with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good territory in Xew Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewitt & Prewitt, Managers, Commercial Club building.

FREE.

FREE.

FREE.

Hand concert, by American
ber Company band, Traction
Sunday afternoon.

via

NORTH FIRST STREET

Hardware
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

Rflerclhiainits

KITCHEN WARE. KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements
j McCormick Mowers and Repairs

-

a

,

Winona Wagons

Wholesale Distributors

w

o

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
O Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer,

0
45

- - - Less

O

e

Cost

- - -

FULLY WARRANTED

O
O
O

for Repairs

Write
lir.

mouth rirat
IIS.4oi, 403, North
riratmtroot
118,

mtremt

Tc n

Prices

Albuquerque, Nei Mexico

Lum-

Park,

W. L. Trimble & Co. Is arranging
to run a number of excursion wagon.)
to the mountains next Sunday.
The
round trip may be made fo.- $1.
-

Home Insurance the Best

TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
FOR ""THE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

refrain from again saying something about Horn In
Every time that the proposition present Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that la being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction cornea home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelationa of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should atop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that horn insurance is year by year receiving
more and more Ita Just deaerta. Statistics ahow that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takea out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the propoaition of the value It la to keep hla insurance at home before he puta his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
ia owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to aell Ita policies.
B CANNOT

o

Z14.

AF.

Address Home Office,
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

Assoolstlon Offlet
Transaction
Cuarantaao

ROSENFIEID'S,

t)

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE,
3Z

AT.

J AT.

O
&
&

o

Not Made by the Trust

EPHANT.

Lum-

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Between Railroad and Coppar Ave. , Tel. 74

FOR
THE TAKING-FR-EE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

FREE.

n

115-11- 7

YOURS

FREE.

1 1

Phone 185

CX30CXXXX)CXXXXXX)C)CXXX)CXXXX)

o

FREE.

I
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BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
RESTAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.

Band concert, by American
ber Company band. Traction
Sunday afternoon.

Mar

Hart Schaffner

l

PROPRIETOR

Arno & Coal

Hoys' black milts for confirmation. Call and see Uietn. We
also have all the fixings which
naturally go with good rlotlies
for man or boy.

Copyright I907 by

81

ZWEIGART

POLICE COURT

GOLDl

pSj

est

ately

COUNTY

I

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

You'll find the Hart Schaffner
Marx clothe In our store; as
good an evidence of oar gixxl
quality as you ran ask.
l,
correct style, per-ft-t- -t
tailoring and a fit guar,
anteed
The same standard of quality
(ill through the store

$10 to $35
BERNALILLO

ar

$3.00 to $7.50
$8.00 to $18.00

I

CLOTHES

ff fl'lll

11?

8

HIGH TONED

All-woo-

CB

l

FR EE.
FREE. FREE.
Band concert, by American Lumber Company band, Traction Park,
Sunday afternoon.
o
WANTED Position as job compositor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.

Sfirim Underwear Si.oo to $6.00 a Skit

A fine line of Boys' Suits
Youths Suits

J8

"ARKET

send-of- f.

EPHANT.

Those are ready-to-weclothes.
Look closely. They fit with style that is uncommon. That is not there by accident They will
fit you the same way. We can prove it. Come
in and try on and ask how much. A pleasure.

Jbfk

MEAT

r

1

In almost every case, feet that appear unshapely are
merely caused by ill fitting shoes.
A shoe that fits never loses its shape, because
there is
no pressure from the inside to distort it.
Our shoes are made over properly designed lasts.
The lines of the foot are closrly followed and the gen
eral effect beautified, making a shoe trim, gaaceful and as
comfortable as can be.

Mr. Chaves Is one of the
,
most nrnmin.h . I ..
rltory ami has been spoken of as the
next democratic candidate for delegate to congress.
The case of Kalman Lleber against
Emil Zlmmer, over the muddled condition of the affairs and accounts of
I,
n l.,l.f.
the Nnlnon ivtil..l. K..h .
ly. came up for hearing in the district
court this afternoon. It will be the
court's duty to straighten out the af- r nrs or wiener
Zlmmcr, to the satisfaction of both.
The Albuquerque chapter of the
Knights of Columbus will go to la
Cruccs a week from tonight, forty
trong. to assist in Instituting the
at that place.
The local
drill team will be in charge of Attorney o. N. Marron, who will direct the
Installation ceremonies. The El Paso
chapter will send along a large delegation, and the Arizona chapters a".
Phoenix and Prescott will be represented.
Other vNltors will attend
from adjoining cities In the two territories.
A banquet and farewell reception
will be given to Mrs. Cook and Mrs.
Crawford by the Albuquerque Mandolin and Glee club at Its Moon studio
Monday evening.
Mrs. Cook Is to
leave for Seattle. Wash., to make that
place her future home. while Mrs.
Crawford goes to Chicago. Besides
the refereshments. a dance will he
given, the music to be furnished by
the club orchestra.
Director C. A.
Wl'ifxVW malA Ihlu
(tint a 4llls
good time was going to be had by nil
w no aiieno,
ami nesiaes, tne nepart-In- g
members would be given a hearty

